American Holocaust
9/11 an Irrefutable Nuclear Event, Over 42,000 Deaths and Counting

Veterans Today 9/11 Nuclear Event Evidence Compilation

“When the report was never made public, the team released the highly classified photographs depicting the huge nuclear crater with swirls of melted granite.”

The most important story of our lives as broken by Veterans Today: Proof of Israeli, Saudi, and Bush/Cheney Complicity in 9/11: the staggering, highly classified evidence of micro-nuke use in neocon false flag terror attack.
An Overview: Not Your Typical Controlled Demolition

A nuclear blast’s Torus Cloud compared to W-54 “Dave Crocket” micronukes used on 9/11. When Dick Cheney warns about “another nuclear attack in America,” which he inadvertently blurts out from time to time when scaremongering on television, he is referring to this one; the one he oversaw. Veterans Today, which originally broke this story, reports that micronukes have since been used in, among other places, Damascus, Syria, in Donetsk, Ukraine, and Tianjin, China.

For comparison, a controlled demolition of Honolulu bank building, 1994. No Torus Cloud, no stem or upward thrust of debris.
That may have been good for Bibi, but not for Jewish Americans who died and are dying now. A little known fact: over **3,000 Americans died that day, and approximately 39,000 died later** from the dust clouds. “What certainly is known is that **millions have become affected physically either on 9/11 or in its aftermath**—firefighters, rescue/recovery workers, residents, commuters—according to New York City’s health commissioner. Respiratory and lung ailments from Ground-Zero cleanup have received the most medical and media attention because of sheer numbers (22,416 in 2003 alone). “

**Arrested Israeli truck bombers, plotters “high fiving” and in a “festive mood” on 9/11.**
Mossad’s 9/11 truck bombers, who planted thousands of pounds of explosives on the George Washington Bridge which had to be defused and removed. The Mossad plan was to frame the Palestinians.

Able Danger documents on Israeli nationals arrested on 9/11. This Florida connection is the Jeb Bush connection.
So they wanted regime change? Here it is. Russia’s 9/11 data dump payback for neocon attempts to topple Russian President Putin and others others is why Washington neocons really hate Putin. This is just some of the unprecedented release of classified information regarding 9/11 with staggering, irrefutable evidence and names.

Dan Rather: Truckload of Mossad Bombs Found on George Washington Bridge on 9/11

“All major roadways in and out of New York were to be destroyed on 9/11. It was these teams, brought in from Israel that included the Mohammed Atta group, confirmed as directly tied to both the CIA and Egyptian intelligence, that were under surveillance by a combined [FBI] task force that coordinated with local law enforcement [Able Danger]. So, when thousands of pounds of explosives were placed inside the cable anchorage, teams were dispatched to disable these devices as soon as the attack at the World Trade Center began.”
“The iron oxide found all over the place was what was left of the steel I beams. This was the so called Nano Thermite that was found everywhere… Melted steel and iron oxide or “nano thermite” is a byproduct of the very high gamma ray / Neutron flux induced into the central steel core. The radiation dissolves the steel into iron oxide consuming the carbon and silicone in the steel.”
Firefighters describe second massive explosion in lobby of WTC causing a catastrophic collapse, 100% consistent with underground nuclear explosion at Ground Zero. “It was an explosion. It was in the lobby of the building... I don’t know about the first one, but the second one was terrible... The whole building collapsed on the lobby inside.” They are discussing an explosion at ground level where no plane ever hit, the most powerful explosion that “collapsed the whole building.”

Witness Proof of Ground Level Nuclear Event: “It was an explosion. It was in the lobby of the building…”

Deliberate Censoring and Editing of WTC Blasts Proves Media Complicity Before or After the Fact
“When the report was never made public, the team released the **highly classified photographs depicting the huge nuclear crater with swirls of melted granite.**”

The first atomic explosion turned the desert to glass. Diesel fuel does not do this. Nor does jetfuel. Nor does nanothermite.

“If those temperatures did not indicate additional signs of a nuclear event, the below-surface readings assuredly did.”
“Add to all these signs, the molten metal in the footprints of WTC 1, 2, and 7 that for three months could not be extinguished by water or daily soil changes as it consumed concrete, steel, glass, office combustibles. The increasing incidence of radiation-only cancers from residents is another tell-tale sign of a nuclear “event.” There were also aerial photographs of steam “upwellings” that were pouring out of street gratings two and three blocks south of the WTC, or Ground Zero.

“Then there is the extraordinary high temperatures (800-1,300º F) of the WTC’s surface heat after 9/11. It was recorded on September 16, 2001 by NASA’s thermal-sensitive cameras in aerial photographs shot at 6,500 feet. Those data were reflected in the unusually lengthy period—September 11 to December 19—it took for extinguishing the pools of molten metals in basement levels of all three skyscrapers. In fact, the hottest surface places recorded on the “Pile” by September 16 were WTC 1 (1,376º F), WTC 2 (1,134º F), and WTC 7 (1160ºF).”

“Steel toes would often heat up and become intolerable. This heat was also a concern for the search-and-rescue dogs used at the site. Many were not outfitted with protective booties. More than one suffered serious injuries and at least three died while working at Ground Zero.”
“Instead of heat subsiding within a week, as is generally the case for major fires, the astronomically elevated heat levels remained for three months. Cleanup vendor Bechtel Corporation—with 40 employees at the Pile—issued this comment about working conditions:

“The debris pile at Ground Zero was always tremendously hot. Thermal measurements taken by helicopter each day showed underground temperatures ranging from 400ºF to more than 2,800ºF. The surface was so hot that standing too long in one spot softened (and even melted) the soles of our safety shoes.”
"Seismologists point out that Richter readings always come from Earth’s movements or explosives coupled to the ground, not from plane impacts on buildings of falling debris."
The Steel Core Chimney Effect

“Using the Towers’ central steel cores as a “chimney” for vaporizing them within 8 and 10 seconds. …exploded violently and ejected pulverised concrete and rubble in all directions, followed by a pyroclastic flow of hot dust following the same pattern as the base surge of an underground nuclear explosion… [An estimated 90,000 [tones of concrete in each tower was literally pulverised into dust, sand or grit-sized particles—an absolutely unprecedented event.”
Israeli Truck Bombers 9/11 Plan Was to Frame the Palestinians

Film obtained from the 35mm camera of one of the detainees was later developed and processed by the Newark Division. The photos clearly corroborate statements in that the Israelis are visibly happy on nearly all of the photographs. Further, the photos revealed that the Israelis had taken photographs from both the top of a van and from another location believed to be a parking lot near the Urban Moving Systems location in Weehawken, NJ. [The Bureau should
Snippets from the 2001 FBI files on Urban Moving Systems and the 9-11 Dancing Israelis incident. An employee of UMS dishes on the boss (Dominik Suter?) who not only cheats customers but seems to harbor a huge grudge against the United States. Source

Urban Moving Systems documents from Able Danger, an FBI investigation into a planned attack on 9/11 which was scuttled by President Bill Clinton. To wit: “Leaked documents on the Able Danger investigation, received in September 2014 revealed that most investigation functions had ended in 1998 at the request of President Clinton, then under impeachment threat tied to his relationship with Monica Lewinsky, in a reputed Mossad ‘honey trap.’ Urban Moving Systems, a Mossad front was tasked with blowing up the George Washington Bridge that day.

Several Israelis were arrested that day, with a truckload of bombs, as seen in the initial reports and the story was covered by national news networks and news anchors, including Dan Rather. As for taking over the media, you might want to take a look at this. What is particularly enraging is that even when they were caught red handed trying to blow up the George Washington Bridge and killing countless Americans by preventing rescue crews from entering or leaving the NYC, one kept on saying “we’re on the same side!” and “We are Israeli. We are not your problem. Your problems are our problems. The Palestinians are the problem.” They were such a problem, apparently, that the Israelis felt obliged to take part in the Bush/Cheney plan to nuke NYC. The 9/11 truck bombs at the George Washington Bridge, incidentally, were meant to frame the Palestinians, but the plan failed.

“We are Israeli. We are not your problem. Your problems are our problems. The Palestinians are the problem.”

While the general public thinks of Al Qaeda as a terror group, in truth, according to Able Danger documents, Al Qaeda is a joint operational sector of Saudi, Israeli and US intelligence. This dirty little secret has compromised American security greatly, due to the blackmailing position both of these countries have had over the US. Recent disclosures of our creation and protection and protection of ISIS bears this out. US oil company tankers were using them to buy stolen oil, backed by US warships. That said, Saudi Arabia and Israel are in no position to blackmail anyone anymore, since someone else stole their thunder and exposed all three on the same day that we had another manifest false flag to distract us, this one in San Bernadino, CA, Dec. 2, 2015.
FALSE FLAG —

A HORRIFIC, STAGED EVENT—BLAMED ON A POLITICAL ENEMY AND USED AS A PRETEXT TO START A WAR OR ENACT DRACONIAN LAWS IN THE NAME OF NATIONAL SECURITY.
New 9/11 Evidence Against Bush, Blair and Netanyahu Too Staggering to Ignore

“9/11 was an Anglo-American black operation executed in collusion with Israeli Secret Services and Saudi Arabian financiers.”


There is good news and bad news to this. First the bad news: this has all been confirmed and it is true. The good news? We finally have the truth, and all of it, far more than enough for a Nuremberg Trial. These leaks are not about what you can’t do, but what you can do. The neocon cabal responsible is being systematically attacked and dismantled by major international players. It’s time to stop thinking about what they’re going to do to us, and start thinking about what we, as a nation, are going to do to them. Options range from making sure neocon 9/11 obstructionists and the Bush and Clinton dynasties never see another day in office to impeachment and war crimes/terrorism charges, using the same draconian “anti-terrorism” laws and measures they have employed to suppress informed dissent and frame Muslims. Habeus corpus denial, for instance, or the NDAA would come in handy here.

We know exactly who did it and how it was done, it boils down to a few dozen key players that can easily be arrested compared to the lunatic option their neocon assets in the media are pushing for: rewarding the guilty with a nuclear war against Russia, China or both. And for what? all for the sake of Dick Cheney, the Bush and Clinton families, Paul Wolfowitz, Donald Rumsfeld, Rudy Giuliani, John Ashcroft, Rupert Murdoch, Robert Kagan (husband of Victoria Nuland), Tony Blair, Benjamin Netanyahu, the Saudis, the Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, et al, all desperate to save their own skins. [The ID]
An Israeli agent visibly disturbed by FBI by questioning regarding his personal email account and the handler it exposed. Does that remind you of anyone presently running for president right now, a former Secretary of State also being questioned by the FBI over emails? See why this is very, very serious business and not just a matter of lesbian love letters or embarrassing purchases?

“In other words, the nuclear event began by the violent upward thrust of the nuclear blast 150 feet per second. Its white-hot heat shot upward vaporizing the Towers’ interiors of concrete, steel, glass, combustibles—and people—into dust. Blowing to the top and out into the atmosphere, the tremendous energy flung its steaming load of vaporized materials skyward to become multi-colored pyroclastic clouds of dust and radioactive fuel. But the eruption’s energy, like volcanic lava and pyroclastic flows, sped downward vaporizing the buildings’ exteriors. Only mountains of flying paper and corroded aluminum cladding escaped.”

Newark initially detained and interviewed four (4) employees of Classic International Movers, a New Jersey-based moving company which was believed by Miami to have been utilized as a mover by one of the nineteen (19) alleged hijackers involved in the terrorist attacks. All four detained employees, were identified as Israeli nationals, who had recently entered the U.S. from various locations in South America. (OC/NF)

One of them, born , was visibly disturbed by the Agents questioning regarding his personal e-mail account.

Of note is that the telephone number for Classic International Movers also appeared in one of the aforementioned notebooks seized from the five (5) Israelis already held in detention by FBI-NK. (OC/NF)
Cop who arrested "dancing Israelis" on 9/11 speaks

(click image for video)

“The photos clearly corroborate [redacted] statements in that the Israelis are visibly happy in nearly all the photographs.”
Could you imagine the outrage if anyone said the Holocaust was “good for America”?
“Give us 20 years and we’ll take over your media and destroy your country.”

As Jonas E. Alexis at Veterans Today notes in Dr. Strangelove: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Alex Jones and Paul Joseph Watson, Dec. 19, 2015:

Joel Stein, who wrote in the LA Times back in 2008:

“How deeply Jewish is Hollywood? When the studio chiefs took out a full-page ad in the Los Angeles Times a few weeks ago to demand that the Screen Actors Guild settle its contract, the open letter was signed by: News Corp. President Peter Chernin (Jewish), Paramount Pictures Chairman Brad Grey (Jewish), Walt Disney Co. Chief Executive Robert Iger (Jewish), Sony Pictures Chairman Michael Lynton (surprise, Dutch Jew), Warner Bros. Chairman Barry Meyer (Jewish), CBS Corp. Chief Executive Leslie Moonves (so Jewish his great uncle was the first prime minister of Israel), MGM Chairman Harry Sloan (Jewish) and NBC Universal Chief Executive Jeff Zucker (mega-Jewish).

“If either of the Weinstein brothers had signed, this group would have not only the power to shut down all film production but to form a minyan with enough Fiji water on hand to fill a mikvah.

“The Jews are so dominant, I had to scour the trades to come up with six Gentiles in high positions at entertainment companies. When I called them to talk about their incredible advancement, five of them refused to talk to me, apparently out of fear of insulting Jews. The sixth, AMC President Charlie Collier, turned out to be Jewish.

“As a proud Jew, I want America to know about our accomplishment. Yes, we control Hollywood. Without us, you’d be flipping between ‘The 700 Club’ and ‘Davey and Goliath’ on TV all day.

“So I’ve taken it upon myself to re-convince America that Jews run Hollywood by launching a public relations campaign, because that’s what we do best.”

Hollywood control is more of a modest misnomer, as the influence encompasses all news media. Since many of those studies control film and television, it’s not just film we are talking about, but also cable news. Walt Disney, for instance, owns ABC. Unfortunately, for the most part, we see a pattern where Israeli policy is mirrored and amplified in this sphere of influence, and through a great deal of papers and news outlets these companies control. [The ID]
CNN? Check. NYT? Check. FOX News? Check. Washington Post? Check. ABC? Check. NBC? Check. CBS? Check. Don’t take my word for it, though. According to neocon Joel Stein, this was already the case within 7 years, and it gave him no small amount of pride when he wrote about it 2008. The immediate priority once a media monopoly was fully established was to condition Americans into a permanent war footing, which is why you can’t turn anywhere without seeing neocon fear porn. The snippet above is from Urban Moving Systems documents from Able Danger. As for taking over the media, you might want to take a look at this.

On this one, Donald Trump was right: Bill Clinton could have stopped 9/11, but he didn’t. He made it impossible by scuttling the Able Danger investigation. As for Trump, if he continues with the race-baiting that could only divide Americans and prevent a unified front against an occupying foreign power, it’s hard to see how he can remain credible by ignoring false flag operations we can even read about in history books, and present ones as well, massive terrorist acts perpetrated by white men against white men. It can almost be assumed, in such circumstances, that he is operating as a “honey trap” to lure organized dissent into a pit.
“Leaked documents on the Able Danger investigation, received in September 2014 revealed that most investigation functions had ended in 1998 at the request of President Clinton, then under impeachment threat tied to his relationship with Monica Lewinsky, in a reputed Mossad “honey trap.” It was Clinton’s gutting of Able Danger that may well have made 9/11 possible, leaving in place Israeli and Saudi teams, the Cheney/Bout organization and the AIPAC intel coordinators.”

This may explain Hillary Clinton’s intense interest in all emails pertaining to 9/11 as she is now running for president. Did she know, even back then, that Bill Clinton made 9/11 possible and was she trying to cover their tracks? When Trump did blame Bill Clinton for not stopping 9/11 when he had a chance, that wasn’t an uninformed assertion.
Maybe Netanyahu really does believe he did Jewish-Americans a favor on 9/11. But here on planet Earth, there are a lot of very angry, very powerful, very patriotic Jewish-Americans with no interest in moving to Israel, Zionism, or running for office. They are very hungry to show him their appreciation for what he did to their country.
Russia Presents Evidence Against US, UK and Israel As Being the Actual 9/11 Terrorists

By Michael Thomas
Russia Presents Evidence Against US, UK and Israel As Being the Actual 9/11 Terrorists

“Today, the unexpected, rapid growth of cases strongly indicates to health professionals that cancer may be the ‘third wave’ of WTC-linked ailments and soon outnumber pulmonary deaths. Physicians increasingly are making comparisons to Hiroshima/Nagasaki blood cancers from the 1945 atom bomb attack and that same connection to victims of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.”

Author: Michael Thomas (mirrored from Gordon Duff)

Source: beforeitsnews

Undoubtedly the 9/11 attacks on New York City and Washington DC are the most misrepresented by officialdom in US history.

Whereas the assassination of John F. Kennedy is now understood to have been a classic CIA Execution Plan, it does not come close to 9/11 in terms of the number and magnitude of outright falsehoods, misleading statements, fake science and fraudulent facts submitted by officials and agents of the US Government. The ‘official’ 9/11 Commission Report stands as the most fabricated document ever produced by US tax dollars. Not only did the investigation avoid every serious inquiry about how two steel frame building came down after being dustified in NYC, it also subverted every initiative to ferret out the truth.

That's all about to change in 2014. [Editors Note: And in 2016. The ID]

It appears that Russia has been conducting systematic data dumps on 9/11, the release of which represents more factual information on the attacks than any US Government source. In the wake of the Anglo-American coup d'état conducted by the CIA and MI6 in Kiev, it appears that Russia has no more patience for Western interference. Especially when nations are destabilized on Russia's borders do the stakes in this highly consequential geopolitical chess match go up.
Since Vladimir Putin has no intention of starting World War 3, he can only respond to US-EU meddling by using asymmetric warfare on the internet. Were the American people to understand that the US Federal Government perpetrated the 9/11 destruction, everything would change in a heartbeat. Because the Obama Administration has shown no sign of aborting its planned takeover of the Ukraine, Russia is left with very few, but still quite potent options.

The following excerpt recently appeared on an alternative news website — Veterans Today — under the subtitle "Too Classified to Publish". Essentially this unprecedented release of ultra-secret and highly classified information illustrates Putin’s new tack toward Western intractability. Simply put, Russia will no longer stand by idly while the Anglo-American Juggernaut projects its power wherever it so chooses.

**Rudy Buries 9/11 Heroes Buried in Garbage Dump**

One reason New Yorkers detest Rudy Giuliani, perhaps, is his lack of respect for the fallen when he called off the recovery effort at Ground Zero on Nov. 1, 2001, after $200 million in gold bullion was recovered. Thereafter, the bodies of the rescue workers and victims ended up at the Fresh Kills garbage dump, with some of these remains even turning up in NYC sewers.
Fresh Kills Garbage Dump
Also see “9/11 Link To Saudi Arabia Is Topic Of 28 Redacted Pages In Government Report; Congressmen Push For Release” – December 9, 2013,

*International Business Times.* Referenced here is the Bush-connected Carlyle Group, which means Bush and Cheney grew immensely rich from the “War on Terror” as well as the Bin Laden family, which is one reason the missing 28 pages from the 9/11 report regarding Saudi Arabia have yet to be released. -

9/11 Made the Saudis, Cheney and the Bush Family Very, Very Rich
Before it was scuttled by President Clinton, “Able Danger established the presence of an espionage organization in the United States that was answerable personally to Benjamin Netanyahu. The organization included the then head of the Dept. of Energy, the AIPAC Lobby, the Anti-Defamation League, key commanders of America’s nuclear forces, the Joint Special Operations command under VP Dick Cheney, and members of the International Atomic Energy Agency, a UN organization.”
AIPAC’s favorite war hawk, Hillary Clinton, has a campaign with a media titan behind her, Haim Saban. Who is this man?

“The suspected Israeli agent was inferred (it was the opinion of Josh Marshall and Ron Kampeas) to be Haim Saban, the giant contributor to the Democratic Party. So a ‘suspected Israeli agent’ is also a giant Democratic funder with influence over the Congress?”

Private email chum? Haim Saban and GOP money man Sheldon Adelson (purple tie), dual Israeli citizens.
3,000 Americans died that day, approximately 39,000 died later from cancer and related illnesses from inhalation of the contaminated dust particles. Inexplicably cruel and senseless Republican opposition to health care for first responders may be linked to a fear that a common thread, radiation sickness, would be found in the workers. It was.
“Those base-surge clouds were deadly because the toxic dust penetrated bodies. So were the pyroclastic clouds that were not spirited away by Hurricanes Erin and Gabrielle their radioactive residue had to have settled for miles beyond the Greater New York area. What certainly is known is that millions have become affected physically either on 9/11 or in its aftermath—firefighters, rescue/recovery workers, residents, commuters—according to New York City’s health commissioner. “
“Respiratory and lung ailments from Ground-Zero cleanup have received the most medical and media attention because of sheer numbers (22,416 in 2003 alone). Add to those figures the class-action suit of 8,500 recovery workers against New York City and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for lying about clean-air quality post-9/11 perhaps to protect the area’s economy. Rudy Giuliani was largely responsible for this obstruction, as he was mayor of NYC and was fearful of a massive tourism drop, or even exodus.”
American Holocaust

January 26, 1998

George W. Bush
President

We urge you to act decisively. If you act now to end the threat of weapons of mass destruction against the U.S. or its allies, you will be acting in the most fundamental national security interests of the United States and the world. Failure to act is a guarantee of future tragedy and the avoidance of which should be our prime concern.

We urge you to act decisively. If you act now to end the threat of weapons of mass destruction against the U.S. or its allies, you will be acting in the most fundamental national security interests of the United States and the world. Failure to act is a guarantee of future tragedy and the avoidance of which should be our prime concern.

implementing a strategy for removing Saddam's regime from power. This full complement of diplomatic, political and military efforts. Although we are failing to do so are far greater. We believe that the U.S. has the authority under resolutions to take the necessary steps, including military steps, to protect our interests in the Gulf. In any case, American policy cannot continue to be crippled by misguided insistence on unanimity in the UN Security Council.

removing Saddam's regime from power.
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Bush and Washington Press Corps Found 911 Funny
Fallout would be minimal and located to within ground zero range only. Radiation would drop to acceptable levels within 72 hrs. after the blast. Most fall out was trapped in the cement dust thus causing all of the recent cancer deaths that we are now seeing in NYC amongst first responders. (Editor’s note: Consistent with site data)
"The primary purpose of the nuclear weapon used on 911 was to produce a massive Gamma ray / neutron flux that would vaporize about 150 to 300 feet of 6 inch thick steal l-beams that constituted the central core of the WTC buildings. This created a free fall event as seen on TV that day. Over 90% of this energy is released as fast neutrons and Infrared energy, with accompanying Alpha, Beta and Gamma radiation. Less than 10% was in mechanical blast energy or over pressure. Most of this was absorbed in the ground as shock waves and created the massive cavities left below the buildings. The off-centered large cavity was located just below the Freon cooling plant storage tank location, which is a big forensic clue as to the energy source used on that day."
"Instead of heat subsiding within a week, as is generally the case for major fires, the astronomically elevated heat levels remained for three months. Cleanup vendor Bechtel Corporation—with 40 employees at the Pile—issued this comment about working conditions:"

“The debris pile at Ground Zero was always tremendously hot. Thermal measurements taken by helicopter each day showed underground temperatures ranging from 400ºF to more than 2,800ºF. The surface was so hot that standing too long in one spot softened (and even melted) the soles of our safety shoes.”

Illegal distribution of US nuclear material to foreign allies was not limited to Israel. Virtually all NATO allies were in on this scam too. Dick Cheney was the bad guy on this one. Bush2/Cheney traded nuclear pits to foreign country as IOU’s in order to get what they wanted. Melted steel and iron oxide or “nano thermite” is a byproduct of the very high gamma ray / Neutron flux induced into the central steel core. The radiation dissolves the steel into iron oxide consuming the carbon and silicone in the steel.
“This explains the missing steel columns and the very important clue of the “vaporized’ 20 ton antenna tower atop the south tower [above]. The upward blast of radiation literally vaporized it.

Video evidence proves this to be true.”

(Editor’s note: Tower issue a vital one.)
According to a retired FXX agent specializing in Israeli counter intel: The type of nuclear devices used on 911 were a modified version of the W-54 nuclear artillery shells that were covertly provided to the Israelis between 1988 and 1998 from US surplus stockpiles illegally exported during the Bush/Clinton era.

Chemical analysis done by DOE Sandi was able to identify the chemical/radiation footprint or fingerprint of the warheads based on samples taken after 911 of the fallout at ground zero. (Editor’s note: Nuclear weapon use at ground zero is confirmed from multiple sources)

All plutonium based warheads have a chemical fingerprint that can identify the type of design and where the PU was made and how old it is. This was the 911 blackmail on Bush 1 and 2, the illegal transfer of surplus US nuclear weapons to the Israelis and why the continued cover up, along with the stolen gold and stock fraud that was going on Wall Street etc. According to file ENW57.pdf on page 66. (Editor’s note: Document received and confirmed)

Only a 2 kiloton device was needed to drop the buildings. A 2 kiloton device will produce a fireball of apx 150 to 200 feet in diameter at over 4000 degrees Centigrade. Just large enough to melt the I beams of the central core of the building and drop them in place. The light flash would last less than 1 second and primarily be in the UV light range. Overpressure would only be at 60PSI max and directed upwards with the blast. See underground effect.
Evil in plain sight: “Illegal distribution of US nuclear material to foreign allies was not limited to Israel. Virtually all NATO allies were in on this scam too. Dick Cheney was the bad guy on this one. Bush2/Cheney traded nuclear pits to foreign country as IOU’s in order to get what they wanted.”

The total XXOO data file from DOE Sandia on the 911 event is well over 72 MB. P.S. Snowden didn’t have a Q clearance so he missed this one. Carnaberry had a pretty good stash of documents on the subject. (All under the transit stuff.) The entire nuclear nonproliferation story of stolen nuclear material coming from Russia was an Israeli cover story to hide the original source of weapons material coming from the US stock piles. (Editor’s note: Fully confirmed)
A total of over 350 pits were transferred to the Israelis over a 10 to 20 year period of time.

These are stored in most Israeliite embassies for ease of deployment. The one’s used on 911 were kept at the Israeli consulate in NYC until put in place. After 911 the FBI now checks all diplomatic pouches with a Geiger counter before entering or leaving the US...The Saudi’s also have a stash of W-54’s (nuclear cores) acquired from the US under Bush 2. 

Dick Cheney was the bad guy on this one. Bush2/Cheney traded nuclear pits to foreign country as IOU’s in order to get what they wanted.

It appears that the weapon of choice for the Israelis were the W-54 and follow on series of nuclear pits taken from the Amarillo TX storage dump. This was what Carnaberry was working on for Bush senior in Houston. A total of over 350 pits were transferred to the Israelis over a 10 to 20 year period of time. The W-54 type of pit design were the most desirable due to the 2 point implosion pit design. This is the easiest to remanufacture and modify as compared to other circular pit designs.

The pill shaped design of the W-54 type weapon contains over 1.5 times more plutonium than a standard pit. This would allow enough Plutonium to be recovered that was still of weapons grade use even after 32 plus years of age. Americium build up in the pit over time eventually makes the Pit unusable as a weapon so they have a limited shelf life based on how fast or slow the Plutonium was produce in the reactor at Stanford.
Usually it was about 150 days max. Irradiation time in the reactor during production determines the shelf life of the pit as weapons grade material. All of the micro nukes used by the Israelis are re-manufactured W-54 type series devices.
These devices were used in the Bali bombing and the London bombing and in Japan on their reactors. (Editor’s note: Nuclear weapon use in Bali confirmed) Also used in Damascus, Iraq and Afghanistan by the US. (Editor’s note: Multiple confirmation including site samples.)

These are stored in most Israeliite embassies for ease of deployment. The one’s used on 911 were kept at the Israeli consulate in NYC until put in place. After 911 the FBI now checks all diplomatic pouches with a Geiger counter before entering or leaving the US. The South African weapons were also surplus W-54 artillery shells acquired from Israeli and final assembly and testing was done in South Africa with Israel assistance. (Editor’s note: This explains Pelendaba production issues.)

This was done because the Israelis needed a testing ground in order to make sure that there rebuilt weapons would work as designed. (Editor’s note: Testing on Sept. 22, 1979 multiple confirmations.) The North Korean weapons are also of the 155 mm artillery design as provided by Israel.
The true North Korean nuclear weapons program is based on nuclear artillery use and not missiles. The plan is to use a massive artillery barge on South Korea if war breaks out this include the use of small nuclear artillery shells to counter US tanks rockets and artillery.

The Saudi’s also have a stash of W-54’s acquired from the US under Bush2. (Editor’s note: Confirmed) The Israelis have also provided them to India, Brazil, China, Taiwan, Japan, North and South Korea etc. (Editor’s note: All but South Korea confirmed. Canada had been believed to be the source of Brazilian nuclear weapons.) Dimona is a standard 75 megawatt thermal open top reactor as used in France for their plutonium weapons production program, their version of Stanford (Editor’s note: Probably “Hanford”).

Due to over use as a fast breeder reactor by the Israelis, Dimona suffered a “steam explosion” IE a flash over indecent due to neutron criticality back in the late 1980’s under Bush 1. This shut down its operation for many years until repairs could be made.

It now only operates at very low power levels due to neutron absorption damage to the containment vessel. Now mainly use for isotope production. This forced the Israelis to turn to stolen nuclear stock piles from the US for the continuation of their nuclear program.

The Israelis knowing that the nuclear material that they had acquire only had a limited shelf life left before it was no longer usable as weapons grade then tried to dump it on the surplus market as fast as possible before it was of no use to them. So they dumped it on unsuspecting nations who would only sit on it and not be able to test it. These were the fissile tests in North Korea. (Editor’s note: Confirmed, multiple sources)
When everybody caught on to the scam such as Japan and Korea. (IE the Korean sub sinkings etc) they were angry because they paid big bucks for junk. This started a mini cold war with Israel and her old clients. However with micro nukes even as the plutonium ages it will still fissile producing a smaller size detonation well under 2 kiloton in size.

So they can still be used as small dirty bombs or as very small tactical nukes such as the nuclear artillery strikes on Damascus with rocket assisted W-54’s. (Editor’s note: Confirmed strike, May 4, 2013) On the W-54 pit design it is pill shaped and it is only about 4 inches in diameter and weighs about 24 pounds.

Most of the fuel is consumed in the plasma fire ball when detonated so there is very little plutonium fallout left to escape. If it is salted with other materials the fallout can be even reduced to lower levels such as in an enhanced radiation device or the so called neutron bomb. This is what was used on 911.

The primary purpose of the nuclear weapon used on 911 was to produce a massive Gamma ray / neutron flux that would vaporize about 150 to 300 feet of 6 inch thick steal I-beams that constituted the central core of the WTC buildings. This created a free fall event as seen on TV that day.

The flash would be hidden from sight due to the underground detonation. Most of the light was in the non-visible light spectrum any way. Over pressure would be reduced to 6 psi due to the blast traveling up the central core and neutron radiation vaporizing the TV antenna at the top of the building as see on TV.
The fallout would be mainly vaporized concrete cement and iron oxide. This is why after 911 they told everyone on TV that the beta radiation burns that people were getting were due to the caustic cement dust and not due to the radiation effects from the radioactive cement fallout. (Editor’s note: Fully confirmed)

The iron oxide found all over the place was what was left of the steel I beams. This was the so-called Nano Thermite that was found everywhere. Fallout was limited to a 1 mile area around downtown NYC. See charts. (Editor’s note: Received)

Radiation decay was reduced to safe low levels after 72 hrs., (Editor’s note: Fully confirmed) outside of ground zero its self. This is why the area was blocked off from the public for 3 days after the event, in order to let the radiation drop to safe levels.[1]

If you read this excerpt closely, you can clearly see that Russia means business. It is what they did not say — directly — that makes this data-dump so poignant … and dangerous to the Anglo-American power structure.
VT Nuclear Education: Undeniable Proof of 9/11 as a Nuclear Event

By Gordon Duff, Senior Editor
By Gordon Duff, Senior Editor and the NNP (Nuclear Non-Proliferation community)

“We may well be looking at the signature of a very “advanced” nuclear device carefully set up to produce maximum radiation.”

The documentary evidence below was available to all years ago. Some used it, what they could find of it. The entire NNP community always knew 9/11 was a nuclear event. They always knew nuclear weapons have been used continually as a handy solution that avoids the potential embarrassment of not having enough casualties or destruction during a state sponsored terror attack. Getting nuclear weapons is so easy we could be selling them here.

We are beginning to enter new ground. We are now finding evidence that stolen Cold War era nuclear weapons slated for destruction were stripped down, remachined and built into enhanced radiation weapons of advanced design so they could be used with impunity.

New York, Bali, intended for London, Iraq and Afghanistan, Damascus and more. Among the released information, the “leaks,” is key information regarding weapon design, more efficient fusion reactions and the ability to cover up nuclear terrorism through systematic disinformation campaigns through Hollywood that utterly misrepresent the endless capabilities and flexibility of nuclear demolitions.
If necessary, we will bombard the public with evidence until something happens. We have anything and everything.

Again, with weather manipulation, we enter a new ground. VT has published on weather manipulation on several occasions, successfully predicting impossible storm behavior. We have seen typhoons blocked and hurricanes created and in one instance, the use of an energy weapon to stop a storm blasting a hole 30km into the earth’s surface causing a quake and nearly a tsunami. We will begin publishing these documents too if we have to.
This is no accident. Nuclear weapons are now the “go to” choice for terrorism and, as we had discovered long ago, there is no such thing as a multi-national terror organization that isn’t controlled by multiple national players using it to advance a globalist agenda. Anyone who conceives of something else is dangerously deluded and teaching military, political and intelligence leaders how to deal with this threat is my corporate “day job.”

THE LIE FACTORY

All of this is lied about, how weapons work, the effects, how they are considered and how many of them, virtually hundreds, have fallen into real terrorist hands, governments including the rogue elements of dozens of governments loosely or “not so loosely” controlled under the successors the SSG (Secret Shadow Government) has chosen to carry the mantle of its Gladio operations.
If necessary, we will bombard the public with evidence until something happens. We have anything and everything. Funny how you can do something that should matter so much and watch it touch no one. What we will do, at least, is end the blithering in the counter-terrorist communities and the various activist and truth movements. My text ends here. An apology to those whose work is included who shun publicity or are included through quotations in reports that have footnotes omitted. This is unintentional and unavoidable.

**Always known to be seismic waves created by nuclear demolition**

Aerial photographs seem to bear out his supposition because “upwellings” of steam were pouring out of street gratings two and three blocks south of the WTC. As he commented about them:

**Support for alternative nuclear weapon placement hypothesis, not “alternative” nuclear and not “sniffer dust”**

Seismologists point out that Richter readings always come from Earth’s movements or explosives coupled to the ground, not from plane impacts on buildings or falling debris. Earthquakes rumble up to a climax and then decrease, but a sudden spike denotes a ground-planted explosive device. A look at charts in the endnotes from the Palisades station across the Hudson River shows sharp spikes of short duration, a hallmark for detecting any underground explosions whether from nearby quarry blasts or faraway nuclear testing.

> “These upwellings are some distance from the WTC itself. Assuming there was an extensive underground facility or small city under Manhattan, there would have been a certain number of air vents and other exits to the surface. …[T]he force of the [nuclear] blast would have also been channelled through the underground corridors and hollow spaces, forcing dust and debris up into the atmosphere through these exits.”
Seismologists point out that Richter readings always come from Earth’s movements or explosives coupled to the ground, not from plane impacts on buildings or falling debris. Earthquakes rumble up to a climax and then decrease, but a sudden spike denotes a ground-planted explosive device.

Radioactive fallout found by the U.S. Geological Survey in samples from 35 sites surrounding the WTC for nearly a mile. Other signs were the speed of the Towers disintegrations (8 to 10 seconds), the shock and blast waves, the pyroclastic main cloud, base-surges of street-level dust clouds, electromagnetic pulses (EMPs), upwellings of clouds from street gratings blocks away, the 2,800°F heat under the WTC debris, and, possibly, the giveaway light-blue Cerenkov Radiation when the debris “pile” was cleared in mid-March.

Add to all these signs, the molten metal in the footprints of WTC 1, 2, and 7 that for three months could not be extinguished by water or daily soil changes as it consumed concrete, steel, glass, office combustibles. The increasing incidence of radiation-only cancers from residents is another tell-tale sign of a nuclear “event.”
“We tend to look for a shattering explosive because we want to instantaneously remove the structural integrity of whatever we’re working on. So we would opt for nitroglycerin or NG-based dynamite. With a steel structure, we use something called a linear-shaped charge that concentrates the force of a high explosive called RDX. For example, it took 80 pounds of shaped charge to bring down two New York gas tanks built with 5 million pounds of steel.”

50-ton exterior column beams flung upward from Towers basements to pierce buildings such as the Deutsche Bank across from WTC 2 (15th floor), the American Express (17th-19th) and Verizon buildings across from WTC 1’s two sides.

The nine-story WTC 5 suffered two gigantic holes that went straight through to the bottom-level basement. The hole in the eight-story WTC was 100 feet in diameter—and also dropped to the bottom basement. The nine-story WTC 4’s south wing was cleanly separated from the north wing which was flattened. Under the demolished wing was an equally large crater three stories deep. All the holes were strong indicators that explosions did hollow out basements for rubble. The slim 22-story WTC 3 (the Marriott hotel) had no holes, but WTC 2’s falling debris carved a “V” from roof to the third floor.

“If the zinc was indeed a fission product, the device that produced it must have been specifically engineered to produce it: This device then produced mostly neutrons and enhanced radiation fallout with a relatively small blast in comparison with the mass of fissile material present.

“We may well be looking at the signature of a very “advanced” nuclear device carefully set up to produce maximum radiation.
“Seismic evidence and witness statements indicate that high-yield explosives were used in basements of all buildings except the Marriott that morning to clear space for their remains. The Towers’ detonation and impact times were seconds apart, as Richter-scale data in the endnotes show.”
Seismic evidence and witness statements indicate that high-yield explosives were used in basements of all buildings except the Marriott that morning to clear space for their remains. The Towers’ detonation and impact times were seconds apart, as Richter-scale data in the endnotes show.

Basement Levels 1-6 to Floor 30 with doors blown off hinges, and two fire-blackened people dying in that lobby. It is difficult to believe that a hit between the 94th-98th floors was responsible for that kind of damage to the lobby unless the aircraft had dropped a bomb into elevator shafts.

“There was elevator doors ajar. There were elevator doors missing. I could see an elevator car twisted in the shaft….there was a bunch of rubble on the floor…about three feet high in the middle. The ceiling wasn’t charred. So I had thought the floor blew up….I came to learn that that was bodies. We had to climb over and around this pile.”

50-ton exterior column beams flung upward from Towers basements to pierce buildings such as the Deutsche Bank across from WTC 2 (15th floor), the American Express (17th,19th) and Verizon buildings across from WTC 1’s two sides. Timing between aircraft impacts and explosions had to be of the split-second variety to conceal basement detonations in the three skyscrapers. Seismographic data from the Palisade station across the Hudson River shows that seemed to have happened.

The six spikes—five that morning, one that afternoon—were startling and revealing. The temblors ranged from a
magnitude of 0.7 to 2.3. Those listed as “unknown events” may have been explosions at WTC 4, 5, and 6. The times, events, and Richter-scale readings—including those for WTC 7—were:

**Palisade Event Richter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Richter Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:46:26 am</td>
<td>8:45-46 am WTC 1 hit</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:02:54 am</td>
<td>9:03 am WTC 2 hit</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:59:04 am</td>
<td>9:59 am WTC 2 destroyed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[WTC 7 explosion?]</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:28:31 am</td>
<td>10:28 am WTC 1 destroyed</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15:04 am</td>
<td>Unknown Near</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:20:33 pm</td>
<td>5:20 pm WTC 7 collapse</td>
<td>Near 2.3*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Steel columns melted and pouring out from white hot heat moments before catastrophic collapse. “In other words, the nuclear ‘event’ began by the violent upward thrust of the nuclear blast 150 feet per second. Its white-hot heat shot upward vaporizing the Towers’ interiors of concrete, steel, glass, combustibles—and people—into dust. Blowing to the top and out into the atmosphere, the tremendous energy flung its steaming load of vaporized materials skyward to become multi-colored pyroclastic clouds of dust and radioactive fuel.

But the eruption’s energy, like volcanic lava and pyroclastic flows, sped downward vaporizing the buildings’ exteriors. Only mountains of flying paper and corroded aluminum cladding escaped.”
“The nuclear “event” began by the violent upward thrust of the nuclear blast 150 feet per second. Its white-hot heat shot upward vaporizing the Towers’ interiors of concrete, steel, glass, combustibles—and people—into dust. Blowing to the top and out into the atmosphere, the tremendous energy flung its steaming load of vaporized materials skyward to become multi-colored pyroclastic clouds of dust and radioactive fuel.”

“But the eruption’s energy, like volcanic lava and pyroclastic flows, sped downward vaporizing the buildings’ exteriors.”

One Palisades seismologist interpreted the low readings on the first two aircraft impacts against the Towers:

“Since the main collapses, a major concern has been if strong shaking affected the structural stability of nearby buildings. [But] earthquakes of $M_L$ 2.3 are not known to cause any structural damage in buildings....”

“It is well known in seismology that Impact Sources produce Low Frequency Waves while Explosive Sources produce High Frequency Waves. The Seismic Waves produced during the WTC collapse were High Frequency Waves—again indicating that they could not have been produced by the impact of rubble on the surface, but rather by an impulsive explosive source.”
Using the Towers’ central steel cores as a “chimney” for vaporizing them within 8 and 10 seconds.

“...exploded violently and ejected pulverised concrete and rubble in all directions, followed by a pyroclastic flow of hot dust following the same pattern as the base surge of an underground nuclear explosion.... [An estimated 90,000 [tones of concrete in each tower was literally pulverised into dust, sand or grit-sized particles—an absolutely unprecedented event.

“This indicates that the forces on the concrete were so high, they exceeded its tensile strength.... by a factor of 300 or more.... and literally tore it apart.”

In other words, the nuclear “event” began by the violent upward thrust of the nuclear blast 150 feet per second. Its white-hot heat shot upward vaporizing the Towers’ interiors of concrete, steel, glass, combustibles—and people—into dust. Blowing to the top and out into the atmosphere, the tremendous energy flung its steaming load of vaporized materials skyward to become multi-colored pyroclastic clouds of dust and radioactive fuel. But the eruption’s energy, like volcanic lava and pyroclastic flows, sped downward vaporizing the buildings’ exteriors. Only mountains of flying paper and corroded aluminum cladding escaped.

“An estimated 90,000 [tones of concrete in each tower was literally pulverised into dust, sand or grit-sized particles—an absolutely unprecedented event.”

Then, a natural phenomenon burst on the apocalyptic scene. A pair of hurricanes 300 miles off in the Atlantic Ocean—Erin (Class 3) boosted from the south by Gabrielle (tropical depression)—acted as vacuum cleaners to inhale the dust-packed clouds and exhale them off Greenland. It was a coincidence almost too extraordinary to be believed by some. They believe that weather manipulation has been achieved by the U.S. military.

Military-directed hurricanes or not, the explosive events happening in Lower Manhattan made Erin’s Class 3 status largely unknown except for those in its path off East Bermuda and crews from the National Hurricane Center. Erin lingered only for 9/11 and then was buffeted east by the cool, cleansing winds from Canada and Gabrielle’s swift push north from the Gulf and Florida. The two storms thus prevented air stagnation over New York City that could have exposed millions to radiation. The scale of a subsequent cancer epidemic would have left no doubt about nuclear devices destroying the Center.
Fallout (Uranium, Strontium, Barium, Zinc, and More) Detected by USGS

Measurements of chemical and mineralogical elements in dust samples gathered in and around Ground Zero were initiated by the U.S. Geological Survey six days after 9/11. Its airborne team photographed the thermal hotspots. Both missions used state-of-the-art equipment and agency facilities.

"Today, the unexpected, rapid growth of cases strongly indicates to health professionals that cancer may be the ‘third wave’ of WTC-linked ailments and soon outnumber pulmonary deaths. Physicians increasingly are making comparisons to Hiroshima/Nagasaki blood cancers from the 1945 atom bomb attack and that same connection to victims of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.”
The ground team gathered samples during the evenings of September 17-18 from 35 sites in Lower Manhattan within a mile of the WTC’s circumference. Two were indoors samples, two from beams. Samples were taken from undisturbed places: window ledges, windshields, flower pots, and protected areas in entryways and stairs. Indoor samples came from a gymnasium and a 30th floor apartment. Tests revealed 42 elements.

Though a September 14 downpour might have had mitigating effects on ground-sample results, USGS researchers also mixed water with some particles for a second test (leaching). Aerial images revealed the expected high level of asbestos, but the agency’s report on both analyses was artfully crafted apparently not to alarm the public about nuclear evidence. It said that ground dust

“...although quite variable, reflects the chemical contributions of materials used in building construction or found in buildings, such as glass fibers, concrete, gypsum wallboard, steel girders, wiring, ductwork, electronics, computers, paper, and many others.

“The mean concentrations of some heavy metals in the WTC dust samples (such as antimony, molybdenum, zinc, copper, lead, chromium, manganese, nickel, and barium) are relatively high compared to their mean concentrations in natural soils from the eastern United States.”

The particles of barium, zinc, and lead, elements that never should have turned up in Lower Manhattan, caught the instant attention of those who were knowledgeable about fallout.
The elevated levels of nuclear particles omitted in the news release, but recorded in those tables: Uranium and its deadly offspring of strontium, barium, and zinc. Massive levels were found of strontium: 3,130 ppms as a maximum; 378 ppms as a minimum; and 726.61 ppms as the mean. In leaching tests, strontium’s minimum was a 561 ppms; the maximum, a staggering 1,690 ppms; a mean of 1,083.10 ppms. Other elements the USGS found were significantly rare for the area.

Today, the unexpected, rapid growth of cases strongly indicates to health professionals that cancer may be the “third wave” of WTC-linked ailments and soon outnumber pulmonary deaths. Physicians increasingly are making comparisons to Hiroshima/Nagasaki blood cancers from the 1945 atom bomb attack and that same connection to victims of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.

The location with the greatest concentration of nuclear pollutants, according to the data, was the southeast corner of Water Street and Coenties Slip, near the Brooklyn Bridge. It had the greatest levels of zinc (2,990 ppms) and the second highest levels of both strontium (1,000 ppms), and barium (765 ppms). The center for the highest levels of strontium (3,130 ppms) and barium (3,670) was at the intersection of Broadway and Dey, a block from the WTC’s eastern side. Even if those elements had been found in minuscule quantities, renown radiation experts such as Dr. John W. Gofman have warned for years:

The USGS’s 33 outdoor samples do indicate irrefutable signs of nuclear materials:

Barium and strontium are banned in construction materials because of toxicity. One construction expert wrote:

“Indeed, any building with these concentrations of the highly toxic (and in this case radioactive) elements Strontium and Barium in its structure could never have been built because the construction crew would have become seriously ill first.

“....The only explanation that is possible—and indeed the scientifically inescapable conclusion—is that a large-scale fission chain reaction took place in the locality, releasing Strontium, Barium and many other radionuclides into the environment as daughter products of Uranium fission....The presence of large quantities of other well-known daughter products in correlated quantities makes the case overwhelming, beyond any shadow of a doubt whatsoever that a nuclear explosion occurred.

“The complexity of the other relationships are also what we would expect from a high-energy nuclear explosion rather than the low-energy fission in a controlled reactor. Fission did not stop with two fission fragments—many of these were fissioned in turn into smaller atoms by the intense concentrated neutron radiation in and underneath the building[s].”

The presence of high levels of vanadium, a radioactive decay product. An expert in aerosols and atmospheric sciences, Dr. Thomas Cahill of the University of California, also had studied the USGS report and pronounced the vanadium level the highest ever seen in the U.S. So were the high levels of nickel and chromium, both decay products.

During WTC cleanup. Beginning on October 3, vanadium levels increased day by day until October 26 when it was joined by a significant spike in chromium and nickel levels.
Shock and Blast Waves

Fissionable energy is triggered into a chain-reaction. It is followed a nano-second later by a blast wave’s shock “front” of compressed air shutting out sound, and silently “blasting” everything in its path. As it strikes the ground, the super-heated wave roars along, flattening people and objects until its force is expended. It also can rupture and ignite gas and storage tanks. Traveling directly behind it, however, the blast wave extinguishes fires just as candlelight does when someone blows it out.

Unfortunately, by then, the damage is done. If vehicles are parked close together—as they were in WTC garages and the neighborhood one ruptured gas tank or gas leak on the ground can set off a chain-reaction of fires. That seems to have happened even to fire trucks and ambulances despite valiant efforts made by dozens of firefighting companies to extinguish them.
The Street-Level ‘Base-Surge’ Clouds

Another sign of an underground nuclear explosion is a “base-surge” cloud that also travels along the ground. The dust contained in it on 9/11 was too cool and heavy to rise to thousands of feet and accompany the lighter and hot (500°-1,500° F) “pyroclastic” main cloud. The heavy “ejecta” from the fuel eruption falls to Earth and, still full of energy, is transformed into a dirt-and-air-filled cloud. It billows rapidly outward. On 9/11, the base surge carried particles of concrete, steel, office combustibles, asbestos, human remains, ash—and the radioactive materials revealed by USGS spectrometers.  

Electromagnetic Pulses (EMPs)

Another signature of a reactor “event” is an electromagnetic pulse (EMP). Basically, in a nuclear bomb explosion, a side-effect is created by radiation that is ionizing. The particles' tremendous energy sets electrons spinning at such a strong rate that it “shorts out” anything operating off a circuit such as computers, power lines, appliances, telephones/cell phones—even Pacemakers. EMPs are a major concern for the military’s sophisticated communication systems as much as they were for First Responders on 9/11. They depended heavily on Handy-Talkies, especially for evacuation orders that were never heard by firefighters who died on the Towers' upper floors.

Initially, the Handy Talky manufacturer Motorola was out for blame, but when the New York fire department’s WTC task-force interviewers made a point of asking Responders about that product, their statements indicated that blame probably should fall on EMPs:
“I proceeded to give Maydays on every channel. I had the mobile radio so I had every channel. I heard absolutely nothing. It was completely dead. … the silence, the eeriness of having no mobile communication with anything made me feel a little uneasy.”

“People were sharing cell phones to see if they could call. There were no signals. Nothing else like that.”

“I had a Motorola radio. I couldn’t get through to anybody….I was on EMS Citywide and I don’t know if my radio was clogged or the batteries [were at fault]. It could have been a hundred different things.”

“There is eyewitness testimony saying the power to WTC 2 went off a second or two before WTC 2 began to come apart. I believe this is true and that it was done to isolate the WTC Towers from the power grid. Otherwise, they may have knocked out the power grid over a very large (multi-state) area. We can remember when a power surge knocked out the power grid for New York City and much of the northeast. So, I can’t imagine that a total destruction of a WTC tower in 10 seconds would not cause a problem.”
Another prime piece of evidence underpinning the nuclear theory is the extraordinary high temperatures (800-1,300º F) of the WTC’s surface heat after 9/11. It was recorded on September 16, 2001 by NASA’s thermal-sensitive cameras in aerial photographs shot at 6,500 feet. Those data were reflected in the unusually lengthy period—September 11 to December 19—it took for extinguishing the pools of molten metals in basement levels of all three skyscrapers. In fact, the hottest surface places recorded on the “Pile” by September 16 were WTC 1 (1,376º F), WTC 2 (1,134º F), and WTC 7 (1160ºF).

If those temperatures did not indicate additional signs of a nuclear event, the below-surface readings assuredly did. Instead of heat subsiding within a week, as is generally the case for major fires, the astronomically elevated heat levels remained for three months. Cleanup vendor Bechtel Corporation—with 40 employees at the Pile—issued this comment about working conditions:

“The debris pile at Ground Zero was always tremendously hot. Thermal measurements taken by helicopter each day showed underground temperatures ranging from 400ºF to more than 2,800ºF. The surface was so hot that standing too long in one spot softened (and even melted) the soles of our safety shoes. Steel toes would often heat up and become intolerable. This heat was also a concern for the search-and-rescue dogs used at the site. Many were not outfitted with protective booties. More than one suffered serious injuries and at least three died while working at Ground Zero.”

“... the rubble pile was so hot in places that it melted the soles of boots. Work shoes with steel reinforcements in the soles and toes protected feet against punctures by sharp objects, but often could not be worn because they conducted and retained the heat, causing blistered or scorched feet. One special-operations member said, “Steel toes never break in. We’d all be sitting there at night bandaging..."
up and everybody had the same blisters. It was related to wearing the steel toe for that duration”.

In two of the chief reactor accidents in history, that 2800°F temperature was never attained. Windscale was 2,372°F; Three-Mile Island was 2,012°F. True, Chernobyl registered 4,172°F, but 14 days later dropped to 598°F. The same rapid decline was reported for the other two other reactor disasters.

At the WTC, thermal energy vaporized the rubble—concrete, steel, glass, combustibles—and emitted aerosols of chromium, nickel and other metals elements directly related to radioactivity. It was those “volcanic temperatures” and the constant simmering pools of molten metal that could not be hidden from the public. Neither could daily changes of soil, nor hosing down the embers. These are well-known remedies for extinguishing fission’s chain reactions until their energy is expended and decay begins.

Trucks bearing rubble to New York City’s Fresh Kills dump did not carry “hot” residue. Like downtown streets, trucks were hosed down before leaving Ground Zero. The city’s WTC information website explained that the purpose was to reduce “dust” from construction materials, especially asbestos. Others believe the hosing was done chiefly to decontaminate radioactive rubble and soil loads. Some kind of chain reaction was ongoing at WTC “even after the energy field [was] removed.”
“The thermal energy available from the fuel on board each aircraft is minuscule in comparison with that required to melt the steel columns and raise the temperature of the rubble to the temperatures of 1000K [1,832°F] recorded by the AVIRIS infra-red system at the surface, let alone the underground temperatures that were vapourising glass.

‘Cerenkov Radiation’

A highly visible signature of neutron fission is “Cerenkov Radiation” or “Cherenkov Light,” When escaping radiation particles—gamma rays—meet the atmosphere, they send up an eerie light-blue light ray nearly to outer space. The color stems from gamma particles moving more rapidly than the speed of light.

At Chernobyl, the chief mechanical engineer for Reactor No. 4 recalls the hypnotic power of Cerenkov Radiation. Minutes after the steam blew off the 2,000-ton concrete cover from the reactor, he stood for a few seconds in the road watching the death-dealing gamma rays rising from it:

“...I could see a huge beam of projected light flooding up to infinity from the reactor. It was like a laser light, caused by the [radiation] ionisation of the air. It was light-bluish and it was very beautiful. I watched it for several seconds. If I’d stood there for just a few minutes, I would probably have died on the spot because of gamma rays and neutrons and everything else that was spewing out.”

The blue glow at that Soviet complex remained for two weeks until core fissioning ended and decay of nuclear remains began.

If the exposed core in the Chernobyl accident could emit it, so could the Towers. When much of the debris field was cleared away by mid-March, a light concrete cover was poured over the WTC 1 and 2 sites. The city then placed two banks of 44 light blue spotlights atop them as a “Tribute in Light” memorial to the Towers. Lights were switched on at dusk until 11 p.m. from March 11 to April 13, 2002. This would only be temporary, the lights were extinguished almost a month later and trucked off to a Las Vegas warehouse.

‘In order to cover up the blue light that would otherwise attract attention two light projectors were set up with the cover story of being a “Light Memorial”. They were used to shine up into the sky in the same place as the Cerenkov Radiation being emitted by ground zero. This was done in order mask it or at least provide a cover story to explain it.”
In order to cover up the blue light that would otherwise attract attention two light projectors were set up with the cover story of being a “Light Memorial”. They were used to shine up into the sky in the same place as the Cerenkov Radiation being emitted by ground zero. This was done in order mask it or at least provide a cover story to explain it."

Perhaps it was an unrelated factor, but when Silverstein rebuilt WTC 7, one of its features was a seven-story, permanent “podium light wall” at its base. The wall has a seven-story ray of light that follows pedestrians walking past two sides of the building. Its color? Light-blue.

Radiation-Related Cancer Increasing

Those base-surge clouds were deadly because the toxic dust penetrated bodies. So were the pyroclastic clouds that were not spirited away by Hurricanes Erin and Gabrielle their radioactive residue had to have settled for miles beyond the Greater New York area. What certainly is known is that millions have become affected physically either on 9/11 or in its aftermath—firefighters, rescue/recovery workers, residents, commuters—according to New York City’s health commissioner. Respiratory and lung ailments from Ground-Zero cleanup have received the most medical and media attention because of sheer numbers (22,416 in 2003 alone). Add to those figures the class-action suit of 8,500 recovery workers against New York City and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for lying about clean-air quality post-9/11 perhaps to protect the area’s economy. Like the 2,400 Pennsylvania families suing state and federal agencies concerning the Three Mile Island tragedy, they, too, face official denials about radiation deaths and ailments.

Some 400 of the WTC litigants have developed cancer, considered highly significant by oncologists because of their relatively young ages and general good health prior to 9/11. Thirty-three died of cancer by 2006. Most foreboding of all, 75 of them have developed blood-cell cancers that could only be linked to radiation: non-Hodgkins lymphoma, multiple myeloma, thyroid cancer and myelogenous leukemia. Today, the unexpected, rapid growth of cases strongly indicates to health professionals that cancer may be the “third wave” of WTC-linked ailments and soon outnumber pulmonary deaths. Physicians increasingly are making comparisons to Hiroshima/Nagasaki blood cancers from the 1945 atom bomb attack and that same connection to victims of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.
Bonus document to be used by those who investigate Dimonia and childish “nuclear ambiguity.”

A useful rule of thumb for gauging the proliferation of any given reactor is that 1 Megawatt-day (thermal energy release, not electricity output) of operation produces 1 gram of Plutonium in any reactor using 20% or lower Enriched Uranium. map

The number of nuclear weapons Israel produced depends on how much Plutonium has been produced at Dimona. The credibility of Vanunu’s statement is essential in trying to assess Israel’s nuclear capability. According to Mordechai Vanunu the Nuclear Reactor at Dimona was scaled up twice, the first was from 26 MW(t) to 70 MW(t), and the second just before he arrived at the facility was from 70 MW(t) to some higher level which produced 40 kg of Plutonium every year. This study assumes that the Dimona Reactor was operated at 150 MW(t) by 1977, which would result in producing 40 kg of Plutonium per year.

“America won’t get in the way... America can be easily moved... 80% of Americans support us. It’s absurd.” Benjamin Netanyahu, in an inadvertent reference to who really controls our press

From this the maximum and minimum yearly output of weapons-grade Plutonium fuel can be estimated, and the number of Plutonium based nuclear weapons that can be produced. (see Appendix).
This is shown in the next chart in three stages:

> First being that Dimona operated at a capacity of 26 MWt from 1963 until end of 1969, then from 1970 up to 1976 it operated at the upgraded capacity of 70 MWt.

> Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 60% of the time is 147 kg.

> Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 90% of the time is 224 kg.

Second: Dimona continues to operate at Capacity of 70 Mega Watt from 1976 until 2008 i.e. no upgrade up to 150 MWt.

* Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 60% of the time is 627 kg.

* Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 90% of the time is 960 kg.

Third: Dimona operates at Capacity of 150 MWt from 1976 until 2008, according to Mordecai Vanunu.

– Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 60% of the time is 1203 kg.

– Total Plutonium produced if the reactor was operating 90% of the time is 1791 kg.

The Plutonium Breeder

◆ Nuke Cancer from 9/11 Revealed
◆ 9/11 Focus, Videos While Waiting for My Book
◆ Challenge – Is America the New Axis of Evil (videos)
◆ You Will Die From The Nuclear Lie
◆ The Crisis of Misdirection, Time to Get Off the Bus
VT: CIA Torture Report Ties Cheney/Bout to 9/11 Nukes
VT: CIA Torture Report Ties Cheney/Bout to 9/11 Nukes

Information received this week from the highest levels of US counter-terrorism sources have confirmed that the reputed “Queen of Al Qaeda,” Dr. Aafia Siddiqui, a CIA torture victim now serving 87 years in an American “super-max” prison, was a CIA agent when captured and was imprisoned to prevent releasing information that could eventually lead to the arrest and conviction of then Vice President Dick Cheney.

The Cheney/Bout partnership was integral to the wholesale looting of America’s inventory of surplus and decommissioned nuclear weapons and placing dozens of nuclear warheads in the hands of rogue nations and terrorist groups.

Cheney and his henchmen were silencing critics, eliminating “loose ends” tied to Able Danger and 9/11 and completing the process of dismantling the last vestiges of representative government in the US and Western Europe. The story today ties the Valerie Plame scandal, a CIA agent exposed as retaliation at Cheney’s orders.

Our coup was when we learned that Dr. Aafia Siddiqui, termed a veritable “female bin Laden” was not only CIA but an asset for Valerie Plame in an investigation originally aimed at Saddam but that had turned around and was pointing directly at the White House.
The Plame investigation aided by Siddiqui’s proof no “yellowcake/Al Qaeda” plot had ever existed went much further than initially intended. Cheney was revealed to be the “handler” for now imprisoned Victor Bout, revealed by the FBI in a 2007 Bangkok briefing to be greatly responsible for supplying the nuclear weapons nukes used on the WTC and, according to FBI sources, a cruise missile as well that the FBI asserts was used on the Pentagon on 9/11.

In December 2008, voting machine hacker Michael Connell died in a plane crash within days of asking for protection, claiming Karl Rove had threatened him if he came forward regarding charges of rigging both the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections.

Thus, when Libby/Liebowitz was convicted, it was openly accepted that he was protecting Cheney from the fallout of simply “running his mouth.” In truth, as we will establish, even Cheney’s proven role in pushing America into an illegal war is only the tip of the iceberg.

The Cheney/Bout partnership was integral to the wholesale looting of America’s inventory of surplus and decommissioned nuclear weapons and placing dozens of nuclear warheads in the hands of rogue nations and terrorist groups.

Bout and his fleet of transport planes carried the arms for “Charlie Wilson’s War” in Afghanistan, hauled first opium and later heroin by the ton for American school children, and was the “go to” supplier for all covert weapons for both “freedom fighters” and terrorist groups as well, at least those working for the CIA, Mossad along with British and French intelligence.

PLAME

Siddiqui worked directly for Valerie Plame, a CIA agent purposefully “outed” when her husband, Ambassador Joseph Wilson, disproved White House claims of “yellowcake uranium” smuggling by Iraq.

White House Security Chief, Scooter “Libby” Leibowitz was convicted of the Plame leak, although sources now confirm that the “outing” of Plame was done at the orders of Cheney and was passed on to the media by retired General Paul Vallely, a Fox News employee who has recently been filmed meeting with leaders of the ISIS/Al Qaeda terror group in Turkey and reputedly Syria as well.

When Plame was “burned,” her assistant, Dr. Aafia, was then listed as part of the now debunked yellowcake “network” and fled to Pakistan, where she was kidnapped and taken to Bagram Air Force Base, as outlined in CIA torture records.

Sources close to Plame tell us that the film, “Fair Game,” a highly fictionalized account of her story starring Naomi Watts and Sean Penn, but never promoted and barely released, was produced in order to “settle accounts.” The producers of the film are Israeli nationals and sources confirm the film project was undertaken at the request of Israeli intelligence sources as a way of laundering “hush money.”

UK TELEGRAPH GETS IT VERY WRONG
This week, the UK Telegraph, using sources from the Daily Mail, published a lengthy article describing “convicted terrorist” Dr. Aafia Siddiqui’s process of radicalization and, quite frankly, defending her rendition kidnapping, her 5 years of rape and torture, and the murder of her children by CIA paid contractors.

If only this were the whole story, a cover up of torture as part of a war on terror. It is not. The Telegraph has a long reputation of being a cover story “drop box” for MI-6, so the story was passed around quickly among those who take a special interest in such things.

This week a source within the Able Danger investigation, working directly with the Department of Defense and IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and part of the original team that brought down rogue FBI agent Robert Hansen as well, tells of a different story regarding Dr. Aafia Siddiqui.

Aafia was a CIA agent targeted by the Bush administration because her operational unit, headed by Valerie Plame, one involved in NNP (nuclear non-proliferation) was ready to order the arrest of Vice President Dick Cheney and top officials of the US Department of Energy, the organization that, with the Department of Defense, maintains America’s nuclear weapons inventories.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger of the Reagan era, was arrested at his home one morning by a similar operational unit for crimes committed in the Iran-Contra Affair and was convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice. Public and secret pardons by Bush (41) cover not only Weinberger but up to 138 Reagan officials.

After the 2000 US presidential election where George Bush (43) was “appointed” compliments of a Supreme Court ruling that stopped the Florida vote count, loyal elements in defense and security became convinced the election began a coup. In December 2008, voting machine hacker Michael Connell died in a plane crash within days of asking for protection, claiming Karl Rove had threatened him if he came forward regarding charges of rigging both the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections.

For those in Defense and Intelligence, the “convenience” of 9/11, however represented something more than a power grab. Nuclear investigators were immediately dispatched, gathering samples and radiation readings, including one VT editor, a nuclear physicist and IAEA investigator, who is photographed at “ground zero” dressed as a utility worker. This team is responsible for the DOE 9/11 Report received by White House, Pentagon and Congressional leaders in 2003.

When the report was never made public, the team released the highly classified photographs depicting the huge nuclear crater with swirls of melted granite. Later, after the Snowden leak and Veterans Today publishing of key report components, the investigative team came forward, not only confirming their findings of nuclear weapons use on 9/11 but continued their work using highly classified documents published by Russian nuclear investigator Dimitri.
it was not known that the parking places chosen had a strategic purpose.

The DOE teams were, at that time, unaware that the huge freon tanks, technology no longer in use, that cooled the towers, were located under the parking places chosen for the devices, described in the report as “two stage nuclear thermobaric weapons.” In subsequent revisions, after the nuclear design teams at Los Alamos National Laboratories read the Khalezov report, the energy weapon effect noted by many including Dr. Judy Wood could finally be explained.

In a report edited by members of the original Department of Energy 9/11 investigative team, the 26,000 gallon freon tanks provided a massive deuterium boost that traveled up the elevator shafts, destroying the structural integrity of the twin towers. From Veterans Today August 28, 2014:

*The third really big one was placed over the air conditioning Freon storage tanks in the utility room, or just under it in the utility pipe gallery, as stated by Dmitry. This one made the giant crater formations left under the buildings foundations and was the cause of the melted steel and thermal effects seen on 9-11.*

When the 1.5kt nuke went off next to the storage tanks containing 26 tons of liquid Freon, it turned it into Hydrogen Floride (H2F), or in the nuclear weapons industry, it is called Deuterium Fluoride (DF), the stuff that hydrogen bombs are made of. This produced the desired thermal effects needed to vaporize the central core and over half of the twin towers in less than 10 seconds. No other explosive device could do that. Dmitry was off only on the size of the weapons used, but all other data checks out correctly. He was too correct, so his source was an inside player. This is why D.O.J wants him!!
If his story were untrue, then they would not go to this much trouble to keep him locked up in a Thailand jail waiting extradition to the USA. That fact alone tells you something BIG!! Blast Effects. When the 1.5KT nuke went off under buildings 1 and 2, it sucked most of the 26 tons of liquid Freon from the cooling system into the fire ball. Due to thermal heat of 4 million degrees in the center of the fireball and neutron absorption, the Freon was split and then fused into Deuterium Fluoride...

As in the IVY Mike nuclear Pacific test in 1952 of the first Hydrogen Bomb — producing the massive over yield due to the extra Freon being converted into extra Deuterium. On 9-11, this acted as extra external “Deuterium Boost Gas”, boosting the Thermal Yield of the 1.5 KT weapon at least 10 to a maximum of 100 times. 15 to 150 KT thermal output not in blast energy.

That would put the overall “thermal energy” released between 15KT and up to 150KT at 100% efficiency. Most likely closer to 10% efficiency would be more practical. This is a crude Teller "Lair Cake or Alarm Clock" boosted nuclear fission design only used back in the 1950’s test shots. Dmitry’s claims of 150 KT thermal was a bit too big. However, if the weapon had been twice this size — 3KT vs 1.5 KT — it would have taken out the lower half of Manhattan, including the entire Wall Street financial district, and the fallout would have taken out half of NYC and not by accident!!!! It was designed that way.

Over 90% of this energy is released as fast neutrons and Infrared energy, with accompanying Alpha, Beta and Gamma radiation. Less than 10% was in mechanical blast energy or over pressure. Most of this was absorbed in the ground as shock waves and created the massive cavities left below the buildings. The off-centered large cavity was located just below the Freon cooling plant storage tank location, which is a big forensic clue as to the energy source used on that day.

The mostly unburnt and highly-ionized Deuterium Fluoride gas (Formally known as Freon-12) produced by the blast, (over 20 tons of it) was trapped in the building debris piles and accounted for all of the post 9-11 thermal effects of molten steel, hot spots, and out-gassing of very caustic gasses, ETC. This stuff, due to neutron excitation and very high ionization levels, will stay very hot until the appropriate neutron-absorbing chemicals are added to the ground in order to stop the ongoing low level neutron chain reactions from occurring, similar to what is happening in Japan with their nuclear 911 disaster.
shock front. It will be noted, incidentally, from the photographs, that the surface of the ball of fire, which has hitherto been somewhat uneven, has now become sharply defined.

2.84 For some time the ball of fire continues to grow in size at a rate determined by the propagation of the shock front in the surrounding air. During this period the pressure at the shock front decreases steadily, so that the air through which it travels is rendered less and less luminous. Eventually, the faintly visible shock front moves ahead of the much hotter and still incandescent interior of the ball of fire (Fig. 2.28). The onset of this condition, at about 0.017 second after detonation of a 20-kiloton bomb, for example, is referred to as the “breakaway”.

2.85 Following the breakaway, the visible ball of fire continues to increase in size at a slower rate than before, the maximum dimensions being attained after about a second or so. The manner in which the radius increases with time, in the period from roughly 0.1 millisecond (10^{-4} second) to 1 second after the detonation of a 20-kiloton nuclear bomb, is shown in Fig. 2.85. Attention should be called to the fact that both scales are logarithmic, so that the lower portion of the curve (at the left) does not represent a constant rate of growth, but
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BACKGROUND

After 9/11, the US set out to create what appeared to be a worldwide terror organization, in order to justify both a political crackdown within the US and, as had been made public on many occasions by former NATO head General Wesley Clark... the long planned military takeover of the Middle East and Central Asia.

Part of this plot involved creating a cover story involving 500 tons of “yellowcake uranium”, supposedly bought by Al Qaeda and transported to Iraq to supply a nuclear program later found to never have existed. The Bush White House, at the orders of Vice President Dick Cheney, went to a terrorist group within the Italian intelligence agency, SISMI, part of the group responsible for the Gladio terror bombings and the kidnapping and murder of Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro.

They created documents outlining imaginary transactions and sent them to CIA headquarters in Rome. SISMI chief Nicolo Pollari took the reports directly to the White House, where Cheney asked friends within the CIA and Department of Energy — part of a covert working team that included arms smuggler Victor Bout — to prepare reports citing the severity of the threat posed by these known forged reports.

DEEP BACKGROUND

A US Army intelligence group working within Israel, headed by Colonel James Hanke, had discovered that the nuclear weapons facility at Dimona had suffered a catastrophic accident between 1988 and 1990. Israel’s nuclear weapons inventory could no longer be maintained and expanded from domestically-produced weapons grade nuclear material.

Israel’s complicity was proven when, according to sources within the IAEA and Able Danger team, a combined operation between the US Department of Defense and Department of Justice, initially headed by FBI Agent John O’Neill, had discovered discrepancies in the US nuclear weapons inventory. It was not just 350 missing nuclear pits, but fully one third of America’s post SALT II (Strategic Arms Limitations Talks) inventory. The records of our nuclear weapons inventory had been systematically sabotaged to hide this attack on America’s weapons inventory, or so they thought.

Able Danger established the presence of an espionage organization in the United States that was answerable personally to Benjamin Netanyahu. The organization included the then head of the Dept. of Energy, the AIPAC Lobby, the Anti-Defamation League, key commanders of America’s nuclear forces, the Joint Special Operations command under VP Dick Cheney, and members of the International Atomic Energy Agency, a UN organization.

Their investigation had tied corrupt officials at the highest levels of the US Department of Energy to the leak of classified nuclear “pit” configuration data and altering records of decommissioned nuclear weapons. Three hundred fifty W54 nuclear warheads were missing from inventories at the Pantex nuclear facility in Amarillo, Texas.

An investigation team led by Roland Carnaby, the CIA agent killed in a mysterious shooting in 2008, discovered that the missing “pits” had been stolen and taken to a nearby meat packing facility, where they were sorted using leaked DOE data in order to allow them to be safely melted down and reconfigured to replace the depleted Israeli stockpile.

Investigators from the DOE and IAEA confirm that weapons from this stolen stockpile were used in the demolition of the

This information was part of the highly classified 2003 9/11 report given to congressional and White House leaders only, and later leaked by Russian Naval Intelligence, believed to have been among a trove of documents received from Edward Snowden.

In March 2013, a group of business executives meeting in Tulsa, Oklahoma, received a briefing on the 2003 “Nuclear 9/11” report as part of a “Threat Assessment Conference” where Veterans Today staff were among the presenters. The briefing also included a version of the now famous “Shrimpton nuclear scare” story, confirming the recovery of a missing nuclear weapon somewhere in the EU in 2012.

This was the biggest collection of private jets ever to grace Oklahoma.

9/11 AND AFTERMATH

Leaked documents on the Able Danger investigation, received in September 2014 revealed that most investigation functions had ended in 1998 at the request of President Clinton, then under impeachment threat tied to his relationship with Monica Lewinsky, in a reputed Mossad “honey trap.”

It was Clinton’s gutting of Able Danger that may well have made 9/11 possible, leaving in place Israeli and Saudi teams, the Cheney/Bout organization and the AIPAC intel coordinators.

Investigative chief and FBI Special Agent John O’Neill left government service and pursued leads until his untimely death during the 9/11 “event”. According to a 2005 report, thirty-five of the Able Danger investigators were also killed on 9/11, when the Pentagon office they were called to for an emergency briefing by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Myer, (who did not show up for the meeting and did not die, a lucky day for him) was demolished by an airliner, though little or no physical evidence of such a happenstance exists. (Myer took over the JCOS before 9/11 but was confirmed afterward. Prior to 9/11, it was Myer that facilitated the destruction of nuclear weapon records while heading the Pentagon’s nuclear accounting group.

After 1998, the FBI investigation team was divided into two units under the supervision of Special Agent Mike Dick; one team was tracking arms dealer Victor Bout, and was coordinated with IAEA investigators. The second unit investigated the theft of the “pit matching” documents and centered on the American Israeli Public Affairs Committee, AIPAC, eventually leading to the arrest of leaders of that group.

Charges were later dropped when the White House refused to turn over required evidence, and Attorney General John Ashcroft, one of the key planners of the CIA torture program, ordered an end to the investigation. Witness statements included testimony indicating White House officials had passed key nuclear secrets to Israeli embassy representatives at a Washington cocktail party in the presence of both Paul Wolfowitz and Condoleezza Rice.

The second unit, assisted by CIA agent Roland Carnaby, followed the theft of nuclear weapons from the sorting facility near Amarillo to a fertilizer plant outside Waco, Texas. In April 2014, as Snowden reputedly handed Able Danger documents to Russian intelligence, the plant where the nuclear weapons were stored, the West Fertilizer Plant, was
destroyed in a massive explosion, killing 15.

The entire operation was run by Victor Bout, working directly for the office of the Vice President of the United States, according to private sources with access to the Plame/Siddiqui investigation.

The nuclear pits had been moved by truck to the Port of Houston, where they had been placed on ships and transferred to the Canary Islands and later to Mauritania. The weapons were, according to Able Danger documents, stored at a mine controlled by former South African Prime Minister De Klerk inside a region controlled by the rebel Polisario Front. From there, weapons were sold to Taiwan, South Korea, Saudi Arabia and other nations, along with restocking Israel.

Other weapons were set aside for use by intelligence agencies. IAEA sources report weapons from Hanford/Pantex were used for the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, at the Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia in 1996, the destruction of the World Trade Center in 2001, and the Bali bombing in 2005. The IAEA confirms up to 50 nuclear weapons have been used surreptitiously since 1945, often in configurations that minimize blast and radiation.

THE CIA’S FORGOTTEN CHILDREN

There are strange parallels in the story of two accused “Al Qaeda” operatives. While the general public thinks of Al Qaeda as a terror group, in truth, according to Able Danger documents, Al Qaeda is a joint operational sector of Saudi, Israeli and US intelligence. This dirty little secret has compromised American security greatly, due to the blackmailing position both of these countries have had over the US.
Two of the major “terror figures” of Al Qaeda, Dr. Aafia Siddiqui and Osama bin Laden, have been confirmed, at the highest levels, to be CIA operatives. After 9/11 both fled… Dr. Aafia to Karachi and bin Laden, who had recently received kidney treatments at the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland, where members of congress and top VIPs receive their care, to Tora Bora.

Bin Laden died of complications from advanced kidney disease on December 13, 2001, after denying any involvement in 9/11 and advising those concerned to “look closer to home” (CIA FOIA Press Release dated 24 September, 2001.)

Prime Minister of Pakistan Benazir Bhutto claims Osama Bin Laden was murdered by Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh long before 2007, one of the men convicted of killing U.S. journalist Daniel Pearl. Her own assassination soon followed.

The curious story of Bin Laden and his second “death” in Pakistan is similar to that of Aafia Siddiqui with her reputed murderous attack on he CIA captors during a waterboarding session at Bagram Air Force Base.

Prior to the release of the recent and highly controversial CIA torture report, the reputed actual “re-killer” of bin Laden came forward. The story, as we are told, has an aging bin Laden in the upper floor of a home in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Bin Laden is said to have leapt to his feet, grasping an AK47 in one hand while holding a hostage in another. While standing on a bed, bin Laden is brought down in a hail of gunfire, like something out of a cowboy film.

The Aafia story is if anything worse.
We are told Dr. Aafia, confined to a wheelchair, in this case “literally” held down by handcuff “tie raps”, was brought in for a waterboarding session. The US Air Force facility had been hosting summary execution and torture sessions for Aafia and other prisoners for years. Aafia had been raped repeatedly. She was down to 80 pounds and unable to walk.

There the story, an analog of the bin Laden tale, gets more bizarre. Dr. Aafia is said to have broken her tie wraps, listed as “ISO 527-1:2012 standard,” in a fit of rage. There were five men in the room, most over 200 pounds, four of whom were “special operations trained”, including one US Navy Seal, one CIA agent and two FBI agents. The fifth member was a “translator,” please pay attention as this will be an important point.

_The crippled 80-pound torture and rape victim is reputed to have knocked all four men to the ground, seizing an M4 carbine from one of them. According to transcripts, in order to save the lives of the four “terror war-fighters”, the “translator”, using his weapon shot Dr. Aafia in the abdomen._

This is the crime Dr. Aafia was convicted of, not terrorism but resisting torture. Now here comes the most curious part of all. Dr. Aafia lived in the United States for 11 years, the wife of a Boston anesthesiologist. Aafia taught at MIT, where she received her doctorate in microbiology before joining the CIA.

Aafia had spoken English all her life, published in English and taught in English at one of the most prestigious universities in the world. Why did she need a translator? You just can’t make this stuff up... or can you?
VT: Mapping Fort Lee, the Truth Behind 9/11

By Gordon Duff, Senior Editor

With exhaustive links to nuclear 9/11 proofs
American Holocaust

FORT LEE, NEW JERSEY AND 9/11

SITE THREE

SITE TWO

RADIO JAMMER SITE ONE, ROOF OF APARTMENT BUILDING

EXPLOSIVES PLANTED AT NEW JERSEY CABLE HOUSING AS REPORTED BY CBS AND CNN
Editor’s Note from 2014: Dear Israeli art students and Dancing Israelis, If you have not figured it out by now, yes we know who you are, what you did, who your handlers were, and the key people who did this.

Mass murder is a pretty serious crime. The cork on 9-11 has held well, but starting to wiggle now. You should, too. There is quite a surveillance record on you folks, including Mohammed Atta coming to visit you on a number of occasions.

The dead have lots of friends, not only those on 9-11, but those that followed in country after country, including the Iranian nuclear scientists you murdered and never put a shred of nuclear weapons program evidence on the table during the nuke talks.

We are combing through all the residents at the time of the three jammer buildings below, and have already named the complex “Israel on the Hudson”. Give our regards to all the JINSA folks. Yes…we know about that, too. Gordon will fill you in below…Jim W. Dean

“Down the Yellow Brick Road Once Again”

Fort Lee, New Jersey played a key role in 9/11. We are mapping out, using Google Earth, some of the incidents involved in presenting a rational response to the cover up, both the government version and the amateur “aftermarket” B-grade version. If you haven’t watched the entire video, please do that now.

George Washington Bridge

All major roadways in and out of New York were to be destroyed on 9/11. It was these teams, brought in from Israel that included the Mohammed Atta group, confirmed as directly tied to both the CIA and Egyptian intelligence, that were under surveillance by a combined task force that coordinated with local law enforcement.

So, when thousands of pounds of explosives were placed inside the cable anchorage, teams were dispatched to disable these devices as soon as the attack at the World Trade Center began.
George Washington Bridge New Jersey Cable Anchorage where thousands of pounds of high explosives were defused and recovered

Simultaneous to the cutting of the cables, a massive truck bomb, as described in CBS and CNN news reports and police radio intercepts, was to explode (as heard, police reported this truck did explode), taking down the roadway supports, thus dropping the bridge “like a rock,” into the Hudson River.
The Tunnels

Both the Holland and Lincoln Tunnels were to be demolished. We have only one arrest confirmation from the Manhattan side. NYPD roadblocks at the Lincoln Tunnel chased down a van that did a quick turn-around to avoid arrest. Two suspects were arrested with weapons and a truck filled with explosives. Police commissioner Bernie Kerik, recently released from prison, was on the scene with his personal Counter Terrorism Squad to take custody. They were never seen since.

Rudy Giuliani and Bernie Kerik’s 15 minute kiss
Both the Holland and Lincoln Tunnels were to be demolished to maximize casualties, preventing rescue from entering NYC or escaping.
NYPD road block captures team 2 here with explosives filled truck on 9/11

Explosive residue on Israeli suspects

Miami: Jeb Bush connection

The Israeli nationals and a Boston link

ITEM #15 FABRIC SAMPLE (EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE);
Barcode: B01889035    Location: ECR    S32

ITEM #16 CONTROL SWABS - SA GLOVES;
ITEM #17 CONTROL SWABS - (BOMB SUITS);
Barcode: B01889036    Location: ECR    S6

ITEM #34 BLANKET SAMPLES FOR EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE;

Based on information provided by the Miami Division, Newark detained (initially) and interviewed four (4) employees of Classic International Movers, a New Jersey based moving company which was believed by Miami to have been used by one of the nineteen (19) alleged hijackers involved in the terrorist attacks. All four employees, Israeli nationals, had served in the Israeli military, and entered the U.S. from various locations in South America.

Similarly, Newark also received reports from law enforcement officials in New England that a second vehicle, displaying markings for Urban Moving Systems, was noted to have stopped somewhere between New York and Boston on 09/11/2001 for the purpose of asking for directions to Boston, MA. The occupants of this second Urban Moving Systems vehicle were also identified as Israeli nationals.
Fort Lee

Fort Lee is the real staging ground for 9/11. It was chosen for a good reason. News reports from 9/11 have been eliminated from archives, lists of terrorists caught then released at the orders of New York City and White House officials and flown out of the country are gone. Police who made the arrests, recorded above, are under gag order.

Moreover, a vast support network involved in the preparation, planning and support of the 9/11 attacks, including the many unsuccessful attacks, not only are enjoying their freedom, some are among the most powerful Americans. As stated, 9/11 begins in Fort Lee, New Jersey.

Newark also received information which revealed that on about 1:00pm, 09/11/2001, three dark-skinned males had been observed driving a white van, bearing New Jersey plates, on Spirit Brook Road near Nashua, New Hampshire (just outside of Boston). According to the report, the driver of the van appeared to be lost; the van had a sign on the side for Urban Moving Systems.

A search of Urban Moving Systems, Weehawken, NJ, revealed more oddities which caused the search team leader to characterize the company as a possible "fraudulent operation."
The “condo and co-op” community there is the home of one of the largest and most politically powerful “Israeli first” groups in America including key members of the notorious organization, JINSA, the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs, reputed to be more influential than PNAC (Project for a New American Century) and far more militant.

An examination of JINSA shows it to be organized in cells like a terror group.

Is it a surprise that the George Washington Bridge, Fort Lee’s primary landmark and the “view” sought by the residents of the highrises chosen for planting the radio jammers, was scheduled for a dramatic demolition on 9/11 with hundreds of commuter vehicles slated for the bottom of the Hudson River?

**Fort Lee Mafia**

Since the 1930s, Fort Lee has been a “mob town,” with the beginnings of “Murder Inc” and the Albert Anastasia gang and Joe Adonis. It all began when New York Mayor LaGuardia threw the mob out of New York. The new George Washington Bridge provided a home for the mob in Fort Lee with gambling clubs lining the Palisades on both sides of the GW Bridge.
The fall of communism saw Russian/Ukrainian organized crime come to New Jersey, settling in Fort Lee (see Appendix I). The Taiwanchik-Trincher group is an amalgamation of Israeli/Ukrainian/Cypriot gangs operating illegal gambling operations throughout the United States with ties to the Romney/Bain financial group. From an indictment in Manhattan federal court:

“The Taiwanchik-Trincher Organization (the “Organization”) was a criminal enterprise with strong ties to Russia and Ukraine. The enterprise operated a high-stakes, illegal sports gambling business out of New York City that catered primarily to Russian oligarchs living in Ukraine and Russia. Between 2006 and April 2012, the enterprise laundered approximately $100 million in proceeds from their gambling operation in Russia and Ukraine through shell companies and bank accounts in Cyprus; and of this $100 million, approximately $50 million was subsequently sent from Cyprus into the United States. Once the money had been transferred to the United States, it was either laundered through additional shell companies or invested in legitimate investments, such as hedge funds and real estate.

The Taiwanchik-Trincher Organization operated under the protection of Alimzhan Tokhtakhounov, who is known as a “Vor,” a term translated as “Thief-in-Law,” that refers to a member of a select group of high-level criminals from the former Soviet Union. Tokhtakhounov is also under indictment in the Southern District of New York for his alleged involvement in bribing officials at the 2002 Winter Olympics held in Salt Lake City, Utah. Tokhtakhounov is a fugitive and is still being sought.”

Local Terror Cells Role

In place local assets, some with direct connections to the Ukrainian “Kosher Mafia” or

1. Vehicles for hauling explosives

2. Access to Transit Authority facilities, vehicles and personnel for planting explosives

3. Cooperation with local condo/co-op security assuring unfettered access to rooftops

The Able Danger investigation, years later, staff gutted by Clinton blackmail cutbacks, tracked a major terror operation to Fort Lee, New Jersey. There they found the CIA, Mossad and Saudi Intelligence pulling together operational teams, moving vans, “art students” and even a few “dancing Israelis”....
Mossad Safe House Where Feds Say 9/11 Was Planned

The “dancer/art student” groups had a variety of tasks on 9/11, among them:

- Planting jammers on buildings on exhibit one to block Port Authority dispatchers and first responder radios
- Plant explosives on the New Jersey side of the George Washington Bridge where the cables are anchored, in order to collapse the bridge
- Explode a truck in the Lincoln Tunnel
- Explode a truck in the Holland Tunnel
- Park trucks with demolition devices in specific parking areas of the twin towers
- Coordinate with Mohammed Atta and his group
FBI Sat Across the Street, All 9/11 Planning on audio and video yet suppressed

Of the 3 jammers locations shown below, two of those planted were recovered by the FCC and are held in evidence in Houston, Texas awaiting the “waiting until hell freezes over” Grand Jury to reconvene on Able Danger and 9/11.

Many remember the stories about how fire department radios didn’t work and how new radios would have taken care of the problem. This is the real reason for the radio problems.

Furthermore, on 09/11/2001, of the Pennsylvania State Police detained a yellow Penske box truck upon the request of Newark. inspected the vehicle and determined that the vehicle’s two (2) occupants, both identified as Israeli nationals, were on their way to Columbus, OH. When Newark later questioned of Urban Moving Systems about the vehicle’s presence in Pennsylvania, he could not offer an explanation.
“I proceeded to give Maydays on every channel. I had the mobile radio so I had every channel. I heard absolutely nothing. It was completely dead. … the silence, the eeriness of having no mobile communication with anything made me feel a little uneasy.”

“People were sharing cell phones to see if they could call. There were no signals. Nothing else like that.”

“I had a Motorola radio. I couldn’t get through to anybody….I was on EMS Citywide and I don’t know if my radio was clogged or the batteries [were at fault]. It could have been a hundred different things.”
The locations on this map were supplied by Jeff Smith who worked at the surveillance safe house and at the FBI office shown above. The safe house on Tom Hunter road was strategically placed to keep track of the Mossad “art student” rental further up Tom Hunter Road and across the street.

Mohammed Atta’s “crash pad” 5 minutes walk from his handlers. Mohammed Atta lived at 215 Main, four blocks over, within easy walking distance of the Israeli facility, the jammer targets and the bridge. He was across the parking lot from the Port Authority (220 Bruce Reynolds Road) which was within a “golf shot” of the FBI investigation offices.
Jammer high rises as seen from FBI/Able Danger Parking lot

The real purpose of the 9/11 attack was much more than taking down the World Trade Center. Imagine New York City, the WTC “evaporated,” the George Washington Bridge sitting in the Hudson, the Lincoln and Holland Tunnels flooded, hundreds drowned and the city entirely cut off and in full panic mode while police and fire radios were jammed.

Were other attacks on Washington foiled as well? The White House or Capitol Building targets?

Could martial law have been declared? Worse?

In the end we got the Department of Homeland Security. This reminds me of the Len Deighton book, SSGB, a fictional tale of Britain’s Scotland Yard, working for the German SS after Hitler’s successful invasion of the UK. We got the DHS after losing a war with AIPAC. You just can’t make this stuff up!

VT requests that the officers who arrested the Israeli “suspects” with the “thousands of pounds of explosives” (CNN) or who were captured “as the van exploded” come forward.

We also ask that all the witnesses of the 2nd plane that was allowed to fly out of the US that day come forward, to confirm that it carried the “exiting” Israeli team, excluding the above mentioned ones who were caught. We know who authorized the plane to leave, a key aspect of the operation, including the NY City law enforcement officials the performed some magic tricks that day.

Gordon Duff is a Marine combat veteran of the Vietnam War who has worked on veterans and POW issues for decades and consulted with governments challenged by security issues; and is a senior editor and chairman of the board of Veterans Today, especially for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook”. 
9/11 Revelations Continue, Humiliating the Victims, Dancing on their Graves

Introduction by Ian Greenhalgh

Here we are, approaching the 15th anniversary of September 11th 2001 and still we have not put this to bed, even though we now have captured Saudi intelligence officers singing like canaries and those 28 missing pages that most likely contain proof of Saudi involvement are tantalisingly close to public release. We have largely solved the case, tied the loose ends and established all the solid proof necessary; however it has been to almost no avail due to the continued total blackout by the mass media – not once has VT received a single inquiry from anyone in the mainstream media despite our publishing of a lengthy series of articles that constitute the best 9-11 evidential writing available.
For years, many people have scoffed when I insisted I knew with certainty as far back as August 2005 that the official 9-11 story was utter nonsense; but it’s true, that was when the Fire Dept of NY radio transcripts were released. In them, we learned that Battalion Seven Chief Orio Palmer made a radio call from the 78th floor of the South Tower at 9:52 AM:

“Battalion Seven … Ladder 15, we’ve got two isolated pockets of fire. We should be able to knock it down with two lines. Radio that, 78th floor numerous 10-45 Code Ones.”

7 minutes later at 9:59AM, the South Tower ceased to exist, it was largely vapourised with most of the building spreading out over Manhattan in the form of an immense dust cloud. That sure as hell wasn’t caused by the two small pockets of fire Palmer reported.

So there and then, I knew, with certainty, that the whole story we were being asked to swallow was nonsense. Now, I’m no intelligence operator, I was never trained to analyse complex cases, I’m just a normal guy with a media degree and a fairly adequate brain, so if I could figure this out, then surely all the people around with actual intelligence training and experience would figure it out too?

Of course they could, many did, one retired senior USAF officer I spoke to, in reply to being asked when he realised the WTC destruction was obviously not the result of any interaction with a Boeing said ‘as I watched it live on TV that morning’. He went on to assure me that he was far from the only one and that a lot of people like him would have known right away.

Which brings us to the uncomfortable question of why didn’t someone blow the lid off the whole caper by blowing the whistle? The answer is even more uncomfortable; firstly, there is the age old method for keeping a secret – you simply make everyone privy to the secret the same offer, the Colombian cartels used to call it ‘plata o plomo’ – silver (of the dollar) or lead (of the bullet); secondly there is the absolute complicity of the media to the extent that there simply was no-one willing to listen to anyone blowing the whistle with the consequence that doing so would not be of any use, it wouldn’t reach the public and you’d probably just be committing suicide.

The futility of exposing the truth of 9-11 was driven home by the assassination by car crash of Dutch demolition expert Danny Jawenko who had unwittingly exposed the lies of the Building 7 ‘collapse’ in an interview:
So where are we today in terms of disclosure of the truth about 9-11? How many people out there among the ‘general public’ have at least some clue about the central truth that it was a joint Saudi-Israeli operation made possible by the collaboration of the US Neocons? The disturbing answer has to be nowhere near enough and for that, we have to thank the cornucopia of collaborators, traitors, Christian Zionists and, it has to be said, outright Devil-worshipping satanists who have all played their part in helping the Israelis and Saudis get away with their great crime.

Personally, and I am sure a great many will share my view, I don’t think we will have even begun the process of getting justice for the victims of 9-11 until we purge the Pentagon, the CIA, the FBI, the US armed forces, the DHS and all the other organs of state that have been compromised and infiltrated by traitors; furthermore, until the ‘Axis of Evil’ of Israel-House of Saud-US Neocons is utterly smashed, we will continue to be under threat of repeat ‘terror’ events and in fact, that is precisely what we have just witnessed in Orlando.

The “elephant in the room” regarding 9/11 is the now widely accepted fact that Saudi Arabia has been bribing and blackmailing hundreds, even thousands, around the world, including members of congress, even Supreme Court justices, to keep their role in 9/11 secret.

What you have to ask yourself is this. If what is written here is true, then why is not only the mainstream media
boycotting so much information vital to national security but, moreover, why is the conspiracy theory blogosphere, what few have held on after so many years, still peddling their snake oil fantasies?

The answer to both of these questions and more is that the conspiracy outlined below is alive and well, that what was perpetrated on 9/11 is ongoing, in Ukraine, in Syria and Iraq with ISIS and is enjoying the world 9/11 created those years ago, a world less safe, a world facing destruction and enslavement, now an accepted reality for the people of both North America and Europe, a world of more poverty, more disease, more terrorism and war, a world where lies are the new truth.

Our Boy

A Saudi intelligence officer captured in Syria now tells of his own role in 9/11 and ties together enough “loose ends” to put the focus, not only on Israel but on a continuing coverup as well. His story covers the joint Saudi and Israeli teams who planned not only the nuclear demolition of the World Trade Center but a wider attack on the American economy, taking down the stock markets, the banking system and throwing New York City into far more panic than the catastrophic events on Southern Manhattan that day.

This was a coup d’etat on a broader scale than any imagined, one ongoing to this day, one that has left, according to many experts, only Russia and China as embattled survivors.

Layout Out our case

Recent events in the Middle East have revealed a working relationship between Saudi Arabia and Israel back to the early 1990s and even before, perhaps decades before. It doesn’t take a conspiracy theorist to see joint Saudi and Israeli backing for ISIS and other terror groups nor the ties between these two now recognize rogue players, who along with Turkey and western intelligence agencies, are managing discord, chaos and war on three continents.

If this is true, the oil boycott over US aid to Israel in 1973 was little more than “gamesmanship” market manipulation that began America’s spin into massive debt while the oil giants, now drowning in profits, moved their assets overseas. None of this was an accident, nor was the close Saudi and Israeli cooperation on 9/11, which we will support below, cooperation that should now be impossible to deny.

Backstory

In May 2014, Veterans Today was offered a 75 meg file by a source identified as “Russian Naval Intelligence.” With the file was a note that said “This information does not come from Edward Snowden.”

The file included documentation of a 2003 preliminary report on 9/11 which identified the event as a nuclear demolition on behalf of a terrorist organization that had accessed nuclear material from US stockpiles though Israeli penetration of the Department of Energy. It further alleged that the Department of Homeland Security had been established to manage the coverup and silence whistleblowers.

Soon thereafter, Veterans Today was approached by nuclear physicist and former IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) inspector Jeff Smith, who joined VT as an editor. Smith told of a Houston based grand jury investigating 9/11 and of his participation in a multi-agency task force, run initially by FBI Agent John O’Neill (killed on 9/11) and later by
FBI Agent Mike Dick (mistakenly named as an armed terrorist by Fox News) along with CIA Agent Roland Carnaby (killed by “police” in Houston, TX 2005) and White House consultant John Wheeler III (found in a Delaware trash dump in 2010).

Smith presented photographic evidence of his IAEA work in Africa and the Middle East, copies of his UN diplomatic passport and then put VT in contact with a working group at Los Alamos that reviewed the Russian documents, revealing that some included information on nuclear weapons design that could not be published under any circumstances.

Jeff Smith began advising VT on issues of nuclear proliferation including debunking claims of an Iranian nuclear program (Jeff was lead investigator in both Iran and Syria for the IAEA) but, moreover, of the use of newly designed tactical nuclear weapons on a number of occasions including Oklahoma City, Khobar Towers, Bali, Syria, Ukraine, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen. These nuclear attacks were claimed to be hits on “chemical plants” or “rocket factories,” but all shared the same inexorable nuclear signatures:

- a white flash, designating nuclear fuel being consumed
- a crater impossible to duplicate with the alleged chemical explosive component EMP fires which exploded cars
- often miles away
- photographic/video evidence showing ball lightning or gamma and neutron radiation signatures picked up by LCD based cameras

**More than the Saudis**

While the world awaits, year after year, the missing 28 pages of the public farce called The 9/11 Report, one more fact, and there have been so many, has emerged. The arrest of the infamous “Dancing Israeli’s” was a planned and staged event and those who carried it and kept it alive among the media were a mix of paid disinformation agents and incompetents, according to sources formerly with the Saudi intelligence.

Simply put, when CBS and CNN reported, only hours after the 9/11 attacks, that Israeli teams had been arrested with explosives and weapons, most importantly on the George Washington Bridge near Fort Lee, New Jersey, a key access in and out of Manhattan, our Saudi source says this triggered the “Dancing Israeli deception.”

“We knew the FBI was watching Mohammed Atta, who ran our team. Your paper had it right (we are internet only) about Fort Lee, New Jersey. The Israeli’s were in this with us from the beginning, they had teams of “art students” all over town, setting up jammers, planting explosives and, more importantly, spreading rumors, dropping evidence like that perfect passport that was found. Hell, they even had a jet engine loaded in a van and dropped it on a street corner with a hundred people watching, we laughed our selves to death over this one.”

The Trump campaign has made 9/11 news again with “the Donald” threatening to open an investigation. You see, “the Donald” learned about Building 7, the magic disappearance of a third tower, he learned of the engineers and architects who say planes don’t knock anything down, that kerosene (the basis of jet fuel) can’t melt aluminum foil.
Then again, as is always the case with such things, why “Occupy Wall Street” and even the entire militia movement were crushed, there is another answer. All false flag operations, and this term, “false flag” has since time immemorial been a major part of every war, have a deception and cover component.

The “Truthers”

This is 2016 and names like Mike Dick, John O’Neill, Roland Carnaby, John Wheeler III are forgotten. FBI Agent, Mike Dick, who ran surveillance on the Israeli teams operating from Fort Lee on 9/11 barely survived a mistaken “shoot to kill” order put out by Fox News:

Photo broadcast by Fox News listing Special Agent Mike Dick as “armed and dangerous,” claiming he was threatening to assassinate FBI officials. Below is the current LinkedIn for Supervisory Special Agent Mike Dick, the man who investigated Israeli involvement in 9/11 and nearly lost his life:

Michael Dick
Supervisory Special Agent / Instructor / FBI Academy
Quantico, Virginia | Law Enforcement

Current: FBI
Previous: United States Army, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Army Reserve
Education: US Army Command and General Staff College

“From the beginning, we knew this event, and this is how it was staged, as an ‘event’ would be another Pearl Harbor or Kennedy Assassination, books, conspiracies, speculation, and we would control all of it, turn it into an industry, use it to divide enemies, discredit critics and get away with it again and again…”
More Coverup theory

Take, for instance, the events at Sandy Hook or the Boston Marathon. We one to examine these events as potential false flag attacks, looking at Sandy Hook, one might note the following:

- Shooter’s mother was a teacher at the school, then not a teacher
- Shooter was identified during shooting by school counselor as “son of teacher” then as “I only saw his shoes.”
- FBI agents spoke Hebrew in front of the press
- Other suspects arrested at the scene simply disappeared, like with the 2009 Detroit Christmas bombing
- Suspects car, impounded at the scene, actually belonged to crime figure from a nearby town
- Famous photo of children led from school shown to be staged, perhaps before the fact Robbie Parker, a “parent” caught rehearsing for his role as “grieving survivor”

For Boston, there are as many or more with suspects belonging to a longtime CIA asset family, not entirely unlike the background of the shooter at the Orlando club murders.

What is key is that there isn’t one or two “impossible coincidences” or as with 9/11, endless violations of the laws of physics, there are hundreds. Moreover, as time went on, it became clear to those of the intelligence community who were not complicit in the attacks, and who those were, as time went on, became more difficult to ascertain, the conspiracy theories being presented, energy weapons, nano-thermite and such, were purposefully fed to the public, knowingly outlandish dead ends tied to science only seen in graphic novels.

When the Trail Heated Up

There were a couple of strange twists in 9/11 lore tied to two individuals who ended up “doing time,” now it seems for getting too close to the truth. The first we will cover is British attorney/barrister Michael Shrimpton. Seemingly in an unrelated circumstances, what we now know to be the same source that leaked the Department of Energy investigation documents to Veterans Today in 2014 had, two years earlier, contacted Shrimpton with a warning that the London Olympics would be attacked with a nuclear weapon.

When Shrimpton contacted MI6 about this story, he was arrested and eventually convicted of some offense, we aren’t sure what, as Britain seems to be able to simple invent laws upon need. However, the Shrimpton story, involving a restored German Type 21 submarine and stolen nuclear weapons was confirmed by IAEA sources who told us that they had briefed a group we now know as the St. Hubertus Society at a luxurious private shooting resort in Oklahoma, word for word, the same story Shrimpton was jailed for, given in private to Washington’s elites including a US Vice President and two Supreme Court justices.

Much of this information also went to investigative journalist, Wayne Madsen. Madsen published information from the DOE 9/11 investigation, particularly about the Saudi/Israeli connection and the “terror base” in Fort Lee, New Jersey, but was never given enough of the story for it to get traction.

Khalezov

As early as 2007, a former Soviet military officer claiming to have worked in nuclear intelligence began telling his story to anyone that would listen. His name was/is Dmitri Khalezov.

Khalezov claimed he was contacted, while living in Thailand, by Mossad operative Mike Harari, who tried to recruit him to take part in what is now knows as the Bali Bombing attack. Their relationship began somewhat before 9/11 and Khalezov describes meeting with Harari and his son only hours after the World Trade Center bombing where the two celebrated the attack and told Khalezov that they had helped plan the destruction by acquiring the nuclear weapons used. This is all outlined in Khalezov’s book.
Where Khalezov became significant to VT and Jeff Smith’s series of articles was in this one key area. The scientific team at the University of California at Los Alamos that consulted with VT on the Russian based leak had run into a number of problems.

Either a number of nuclear devices were used on the twin towers, interspersed between the floors, or a new design of bomb was used. The scientists postulated 4th and 5th generation weapons designs that could create a blast that would climb the towers, dustify endless tens of thousands of tons of steel, do it in less than a second and still give off the radiation signature that was found on the site, that of a conventional 3rd generation LRR (low residual radiation) nuke.

Khalezov’s book had the answer, they claimed. The FBI led team Jeff Smith and Mike Dick worked on had been able to ascertain where exactly the vehicles with the nuclear weapons were parked, under the twin towers. What Khalezov added was the fact that these parking places were chosen because they were under the massive Freon tanks. This Freon, one huge tank under each tower, when a device was initiated below it, acted as a booster gas, turning to deuterium and sending an energy blast vertical, or so the Los Alamos scientists postulate.

**Tracking the Nukes**

The stolen nuclear pits used to manufacture these weapons, according to the Los Alamos team, were part of 350 plutonium pits (decayed nuclear cores) stored at the Pantax facility in Amarillo, TX. Smith says that was contacted, in 1997, by former President George H.W. Bush, who was privately financing a team looking into nuclear terror threats.

George H.W. Bush offices, Memorial Drive, Houston Tx

Sharing offices with the former president, Jeff Smith and the CIA’s Roland Carnaby began a lengthy investigation of a combined South African, Canadian, Israeli smuggling operations run by, according to Smith, the Bronfman family along with DeKlerk and Netanyahu personally. Smith, Carnaby and company, including the Able Danger investigating team, after 9/11 worked on the hypothesis that this group, aided by New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, US Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald and a cast of thousands, planned and executed the 9/11 attacks.
Russia Presents Evidence Against US, UK and Israel As Being the Actual 9/11 Terrorists
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VT Nuclear Education: Undeniable Proof of 9/11 as a Nuclear Event

Background articles:

1) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/20/too-classified-to-publish-bush-nuclear-piracy-exposed/
2) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/20/nuke-cancer-from-911-revealed/
3) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/21/doc-submitted-by-russian-intel/
4) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/22/constructing-the-nuclear-child/
5) www.veteranstoday.com/2014/05/31/vt-nuclear-education-series/
6) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/01/nuclear-education-series-dimona-classified/
7) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/01/vt-nuclear-terrorism-education-series/
8) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/02/vt-nuclear-education-undeniable-proof-of-911-as-a-nuclear-event/
9) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/18/vt-nuclear-education-as-the-hammer-drops/
10) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/24/vt-nuclear-education-mossadn-korea-links-mox/
11) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/24/nuclear-roundtable-americas-nuclear-arsenal/
12) veteranstoday.com/2014/07/07/officials-site-thermo-nuke-in-911-demo/
13) veteranstoday.com/2014/07/08/vt-nuclear-education-fission-based-thermobaric-weapons/

Additional supporting material on 9/11, nuclear physics and disclosure issues:

- Nuke Cancer from 9/11 Revealed
- 9/11 Focus, Videos While Waiting for My Book
- Challenge – Is America the New Axis of Evil (videos)
- You Will Die From The Nuclear Lie
- The Crisis of Misdirection, Time to Get Off the Bus


_______

**Mapping Fort Lee, the Truth Behind 9/11**

Background articles:

The latest:


New 9-11 story, 2014 Archive:

1) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/20/too-classified-to-publish-bush-nuclear-piracy-exposed/
2) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/20/nuke-cancer-from-911-revealed/
3) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/21/doc-submitted-by-russian-intel/
4) veteranstoday.com/2014/05/22/constructing-the-nuclear-child/
5) www.veteranstoday.com/2014/05/31/vt-nuclear-education-series/
6) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/01/nuclear-education-series-dimona-classified/
7) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/01/vt-nuclear-terrorism-education-series/
8) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/02/vt-nuclear-education-undeniable-proof-of-911-as-a-nuclear-event/
9) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/18/vt-nuclear-education-as-the-hammer-drops/
10) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/24/vt-nuclear-education-mossadn-korea-links-mox/
11) veteranstoday.com/2014/06/24/nuclear-roundtable-americas-nuclear-arsenal/
12) veteranstoday.com/2014/07/07/oficials-site-thermo-nuke-in-911-demo/
13) veteranstoday.com/2014/07/08/vt-nuclear-education-fission-based-thermobaric-weapons/

Additional supporting material on 9/11, nuclear physics and disclosure issues:

Appendix I

List of recent Fort Lee organized crime convictions:

Twenty-eight defendants in this case have pled guilty and two have entered into deferred prosecution agreements. The defendants who have pled to date have agreed to forfeit, in total, more than $68 million. The following defendants have pled guilty, and have been sentenced or await sentencing:

- Bryan Zuriff pled guilty to gambling charges on July 26, 2013, and was sentenced on November 25, 2013.
- William Barbalat pled guilty to gambling charges on August 14, 2013, and was sentenced on December 16, 2013.
- Kirill Rapoport pled guilty to gambling charges on August 16, 2013, and was sentenced on December 19, 2014.
- Edwin Ting and Justin Smith pled guilty to gambling charges on September 4, 2013, and were sentenced on January 21, 2014, and January 6, 2014, respectively.
- Dmitry Druzhinsky and David Aaron pled guilty to gambling charges on October 4, 2013, and were sentenced on April 18, 2014, and February 14, 2014, respectively.
Alexander Zaverukha pled guilty to gambling charges on October 10, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on May 1, 2014.

Nicholas Hirsch pled guilty to conspiring to commit wire fraud on October 16, 2013, and was sentenced on February 25, 2014.

Anatoly Shteyngrob pled guilty to conspiring to commit money laundering on October 17, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on June 10, 2014.

Yugeshwar Rajkumar pled guilty to gambling charges on October 18, 2013, and was sentenced on March 25, 2014.

Stan Greenberg pled guilty to conspiring to commit racketeering on October 22, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on May 2, 2014.

Arthur Azen pled guilty to conspiring to commit money laundering and conspiring to collect extensions of credit by extortionate means on November 5, 2013, and was sentenced on April 9, 2014.

Hillel Nahmad pled guilty to gambling charges on November 12, 2013, and was sentenced on April 30, 2014.

Vadim Trincher pled guilty to conspiring to commit racketeering on November 14, 2013, and was sentenced on April 30, 2014.

Eugene Trincher pled guilty to gambling charges on November 14, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on June 9, 2014.

Anatoly Golubchik pled guilty to conspiring to commit racketeering on November 15, 2013, and was sentenced on April 29, 2014.

Illya Trincher pled guilty to gambling charges on November 15, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on May 8, 2014.

Ronald Uy pled guilty to structuring financial transactions on November 25, 2013, and was sentenced on March 27, 2014.

Moshe Oratz pled guilty to gambling charges on December 3, 2013, and was sentenced on April 9, 2014.

Michael Sall pled guilty to interstate travel in aid of an unlawful activity (illegal gambling) and Jonathan Hirsch pled guilty to gambling charges on December 4, 2013. Sall was sentenced on April 18, 2014, and Hirsch is scheduled to be sentenced on May 9, 2014.

Noah Siegel pled guilty to gambling charges on December 5, 2013, and was sentenced on April 10, 2014.

Molly Bloom pled guilty to gambling charges on December 12, 2013, and is scheduled to be sentenced on May 2, 2014.

Alexander Katchaloff pled guilty to gambling charges on January 16, 2014, and is scheduled to be sentenced on May 20, 2014.

Donald McCalmont, John Jarecki, a/k/a “John Hanson,” and Abraham Mosseri pled guilty to making a fraudulent tax statement, to failing to file a tax return, and causing a financial institution to participate in a lottery related matter, respectively, on January 24, 2014, and are scheduled to be sentenced on May 29, 2014, May 28, 2014, and May 21, 2014, respectively.

William Edler and Peter Feldman entered into deferred prosecution agreements on April 11, 2014.

Mr. Bharara praised the investigative work of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the New York City Police Department, and the Internal Revenue Service.

The case is being prosecuted by the Office’s Violent and Organized Crime Unit. Assistant U.S. Attorneys Harris M. Fischman, Joshua A. Naftalis, Peter J. Skinner, and Kristy J. Greenberg of the Violent and Organized Crime Unit are in charge of the prosecution. Assistant
U.S. Attorney Alexander Wilson of the Office’s Money Laundering and Asset Forfeiture Unit is responsible for the forfeiture aspects of the case.

- The Free American: Lori Holton & Clay Douglas Discuss 911 The Shocking Truth Laid Bare
- Another Martyr for 9/11 Truth?
- Trump: Israel-did-9/11 protestor is a Trump guy
- Former FBI Agent Mark Rossini: The CIA Could Have Stopped 9/11
- Islamophobia is creating a global police state

Urban Moving Systems was a Mossad Front Company caught on 9/11 recording/celebrating the plane impacts, trying to drive a truck bomb onto the GW Bridge, and caught exploding another truck on King St.

Official FBI documents on Urban Moving Systems and Israeli Mossad involvement in 911:

http://tinyurl.com/3hf8e46

FBI documents broken down and analyzed in detail:

http://tinyurl.com/3l5ghcy

Actual Documents:

Part 1 – http://tinyurl.com/3eecsu
Part 2 – http://tinyurl.com/3bkc6lq
Part 3 – http://tinyurl.com/3zymk4v
Part 4 – http://tinyurl.com/3lpqm4u
Part 5 – http://tinyurl.com/3wu4cg2
Part 6 – http://tinyurl.com/3qrossr

*Urban Moving Systems, a front for the Israeli Mossad, received a one time payment of $498,750 from the Federal Govn’t Assistance Program on June 22, 2001.

http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z…
http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z…
http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z…

2) Mossad driving around New York with explosives, highlighted maps, fake passports, boxcutters, and cash.

http://tinyurl.com/44uvmwq

Police report from one of the vans that was pulled over:

http://www.scribd.com/doc/46173840/Po… Dominik Suter, was the Israeli agent who owned and operated Urban Moving Systems located at 3 18th Street, Weehawken, New Jersey. http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z… http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z… Dominik Suter is also associated with Gould Street Corporation, located at 73-75 Gould Street in Bayonne, NJ. http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z… http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z… Zoom Copter is a company which listed 73-75 Gould Street as their place of
business. http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z... Zoom Copter is another Israeli operation, peddling merchandise in malls as a front for its activities on US oil. http://i1184.photobucket.com/albums/z...

Thanks to the blogger at http://mybigfatanti-zionistlife.blogs... for the Zoom Copter research.

*Israeli Mossad trying to frame Palestinians in NY with truck bomb.

http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTI...
Credits:

This work is a photographic compilation based on, and supporting articles by Gordon Duff, Senior Editor of Veterans Today. Some commentary and notes added.

Special thanks to Veterans Today for breaking this story, to Gordon Duff, Jim Dean, Jeff Smith, and to alternative news sites who shared it outside of that source for further confirmation.

Dedicated to Abby Martin
(sorry for breaking that frame in the art work you sold in LA)
Note: We will continue pulling our full 9-11 update series together for posting on each new article so readers have them in the chronology they were published. It’s been one hell of a ride…Jim W.Dean

Gordon Duff is a Marine combat veteran of the Vietnam War who has worked on veterans and POW issues for decades and consulted with governments challenged by security issues; and is a senior editor and chairman of the board of Veterans Today, especially for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
